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Executive Summary of Options for the Development and Testing of the Pit 
Disassembly and Conversion Facility Government-Furnished Design 

Introduction 

This document presents options and recommendations for the development and testing 
(D&T) of the Pit Disassembly and Conversion Facility (PDCF) government-furnished design 
(GfD). The options are identified by the authors, who are subject matter experts from Los 
Alamos Nationa l Laboratory, Westinghouse Savannah River Company, and Washington Group 
J nternational (the arch itcct / engineer of the PDCF). Al I options are based on evaluation of the 
technical maturity of the GFD equipment, outstanding data needs for the PDCF, and cost and 
schedule. The detailed evaluation of technical maturity for each module and its components and 
the corresponding data needs are appended to this document. 

Methodology 

Technical maturity evaluations (TMEs) involved a comprehensive and systematic 
comparison of the requirements, safely, and equipment maturity against program requirements 
including the faci li ty design document (FDD) and the system design documents (SDDs). Each 
FDD function was decomposed into subfonctions defined in the SDD, which were mapped to 
GFO components that perform each subfunctions. In turn, the equipment elements that make up 
each component were defined. The components and elements in the PDCF GFD design were 
eva luated for technical maturity to support POCF startup with respect to a structured set of 
eva luation criteria. There were four categol'ics of evaluation criteria that were evaluated for 
technical maturity, each with its own structured assessment criteria. The categories were: 
Requirements Maturity, Process Maturity, Operational Readiness, and Equipment Maturity. The 
impact of failure of each clement also was assessed using a structured set of criteria. From the 
combination of technical maturity and the impact of failure, the overall D&T need level for each 
element was determined (rated as high, medium or low). Also, the quality of data provided by 
design analysis and demonstrations to support PDCF requirements validation and verification 
was assessed to determine the additional data needs that must be met prior to PDCF startup. The 
results of the TME and data needs analysis comprise the outstanding D&T needs for the PDCF. 

D&T Options 

Options arc presented to address the D&T needs identified by the TME and data analysis. 
The D&T options include a discussion of proposed testing, the ability of the options to address 
outstanding D&T needs, residual risk following completion of D&T, benefits of option 



execution, and a preliminary estimate of schedule and budget for further D&T. One 
recommended option is presented for each module along with additional options. Presented 
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costs and schedule are rough order of magnitude estimates for design, cold testing and 
installation (where hot testing is required). Costs are those above the ARIES demonstration 
(approximately $ 15 M per year). Activity durations are the lime to completion fo llowing activity 
approval and funding by NNSA. A high-fidelity schedule and budget will be deve loped as part 
of an integrated O&T plan. 

The recommended D&T options for the eight GFD modules and manipulators are 
summarized in the table below. 

Module Cost Schedule Description 

POIS $2 M 2 years Hot test exact lathe and manipulator functionality 

SRL $3 M 2 years Sec classified attachment 

HOH $4 M 2.5 years Hot test essentially exact 

OMO $ 1 M 2.5 year Ir ot test exact furnace 

ICAN $ 1.8 M 2.5 years Hot test EDC, robot and welding; cold test flow loop 

NOA $1 M 1.5 years Test with HEU & install new GRIS spectrometer 

HEU $2.2 M 2.5 years Hot test fi xture; cold test flow loop 

PSF $0.7 M I year Hot test furnace; cold test crucible til ter & turntable 

Manipulator $5 M 2.5 years Cold test for all eight modules 

Disassembly: The primary D&T needs resulting from the TME and PDCF data needs for 
the pit disassembly module include testing of chucks, the pit orienting device (necessary to meet 
facil ity dose), the automated dcnesting end effector on the mani pulator, and the lathe / 
manipulator control system. The team recommendation is to instal I and test the exact GFD lathe 
with a mani pulator that can test GFD manipulator fu nctionality. Hot testing of the exact GfD 
manipulator is a less desirable option due lo the expense and space requirements. 

Direct Metal Oxidation (OMO): The primary D&T needs for the OMO module 
(plutonium, HEU and auxiliary HEU) arc the determination of product quality (e.g., particle size, 
surface area) fo l lowing screw-driven calcination, measurement of the thermal profil e, and testing 
of the bearings, the argon blower Lo cool the furnace and materials compatibi li ty. The 
recommendation is to test plutonium characteristics using DM0-2 (an installed, nearly-exact 
furnace) and test the exact furnace using HEU. This recommendation is driven by cost - the cost 
for disposal of plutonium-contaminated HEU drives the installation of an HEU-only fu rnace. Hot 
testing of the exact GFD OMO furnace using pluton ium is a less desirable option because no 
additional information will be gained and additional expense will be incurred. 
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Inner Canning: The primary D&T needs for the inner canning module include testing of 
the electrolytic decontamination function and swiping functions and testing of the flow loop. It 
is recommended that the flow loop be tested cold because there are no significant effects of 
rad iation on the flow loop. It is recommended that electrolytic decontamination and swiping 
functions be hot tested using the exact equipment to be installed in L/\NL's plutonium facility. 
Hot testing of the exact GFD now loop is a less desirable option because little information wi II 
be gained beyond cold testing and significant additional funding and space would be necessary. 

Nondestructive Assay (NOA): There are two major outstanding D&T needs for the ND/\ 
system - achieving the necessary isotopics accuracy to meet the MOX specification and NOA of 
HEU-containing materials. The recommendation is to install a new spectrometer to meet the 
MOX specification accuracy requirements and testing the active neutron coincidence counter to 
test NOA of highly-enriched uranium (HEU). 

I lighly-Enriched Uranium Processing: Although it has been shown that electrolytic 
decontamination of HEU fo llowed by OMO is sufficient to meet Y-12 acceptance criteria, there 
are outstanding D&T needs. The needs include testing of the electrolytic decontamination 
fixture, flow loop, dewater pot, and distillation unit. The recommendation is to hot test the 
fi xture and dewatcr pot and cold test the now loop and associated dewatering and distillation 
systems. The proposed hybrid allows cold testing of components that do not require hot testing 
in order to minimize cost. 

Hydride/ Dehydride (HOH): There are multiple significant outstanding D&T needs fo r 
HDI I including demonstration of the reactor to meet separation requirements and demonstration 
of the crucible breakout station. Because veri ft cation of the reactor and crucible breakout station 
operability require the use of plutonium, the recommendation is to hot test the nearly-exact GFD 
system. Testing of the exact GFO would require significant additional time, space and funding 
and the differences between the nearly-exact and exact GFD are insignificant (see the gap 
analysis (Table 6 in the TME of hydride / dehydride section)). 

Part Sanitization: Outstanding D&T needs for the part sanitization furnace include 
sani tization of all materials other than stainless steel and aluminum. Hot testing is recommended 
because of the authorization basis difficulty of cold testing beryllium. Currently, no add itional 
equipment installations are necessary to test the part sanitization furnace. However, to address 
the recent conclusion of the draft FCR, design change of the part sanitization furnace may be 
necessary. If a significant design change is necessary, the recommendation for O&Tof the 
furnace may be altered. 



Special Recovery Line: There are a variety of outstanding data needs for the special 
recovery line including tritium decontamination of plutonium. See the classified addendum to 
this document. The recommended option for verifying that GFD can adequately decontaminate 
plutonium involves proof-of-principle tests. 
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Manipulators: The primary outstand ing D&T need for the manipulators is testing of their 
operability. The manipu lators are first generation designs and represent a high D&T need for all 
GPO modules. Manipulators are present in all modules to aid in material movement and reduce 
worker dose. Cold testing of one man ipu lator with the end effectors for all modules is 
recommended. Cold testing of all manipulators would cost significantly more than cold testing 
of one manipulator and therefore is not the recommended option. 

Next Steps 

following NNSA selection of D&T options to pursue, two plans wi ll be issued. Fi rst, an 
integrated D&T Plan will be written. This D&T Plan will detail the cost, schedule, and site for 
D&T of each module. Pollowing forma l acceptance of this D&T Plan, a detailed Experimenta l 
Test Plan will outline the individual tests that will be performed to address the D&T needs for 
the options selected by NNSA. This plan will also be submitted to NNSA for acceptance. 
Implementation of these two plans wi ll follow the OPMD Quality Assurance· Plan and a variety 
ofLANL quality assurance documents, most notably NMTI 5-AP- 147, ARIES/PDCF Design 
Interface and Control. The D&T Plan and the Experimental Test Plan are expected to be 
completed by September. 

Following the TME, an independent review was completed by WSRC and !NEEL. The 
resu lts of this review can be found in WA-03-063 (Letter from Marggie Schwenk.er to Randall 
Erickson, June 11 , 2003). 



Introduction to the Options for the Development and Testing of the Pit 
Disassembly and Conversion Facility Government-Furnished Design 
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Development and testing (D&T) options for eight government-furnished design (GFD) 
modules (disassembly, direct meta l ox idation, inner container packaging, nondestructive assay, 
highly-enriched uranium processing, hydride-dehydride, part sanitization, and special recovery 
line) are presented in th is document. A ninth set of options is also presented for D&T of the 
GFD manipulators. The need for additional D&T is based on an evaluation of the technical 
maturity of the GFD equipment and outstanding data needs performed by LANL, WGI, and SRS 
subject matter experts. The detai led results of the technical maturity evaluation and data needs 
ana lyses arc presented as appendices to this document. The D&T needs tables presented in the 
D&T options are summaries of the TME (high and medium D&T needs) and data needs 
(summary of SOD and operating needs) documents. The gap analyses, which list the differences 
between LANL-instal lcd and GFD equipment, are also included (sec Table 6 in each TME). 

The D&T options include a high-level discussion of proposed testing, the ability of the 
option to address outstanding D&T needs, residual risk fo llowing D&T, and coarse schedule and 
budget for the work. One recommended option set is presented for each module along with 
additional options that have different risks and benefits. The recommended option set is based 
on input from LANL, WGI, and SRS subject matter experts. The costs and schedule presented 
are rough order of magnitude estimates for design, procurement, cold testing and plutonium
fac ility installation (where hot testing is required). Costs for D&T at LANL are costs above the 
ARIES demonstration costs($ I SM per year). No costs are assigned for performing D&T upon 
cold or hot start-up of PDCF. Schedules are the time to completion fo llowing activity approval 
and funding by NNSA. 

The D&T options for GFD are presented here. Other equipment to be operated at PDCF 
also requires D&T. It is expected that D&T options will be presented for this equipment at a 
later date and that a D&T plan wi ll be authored to address these 0&1' needs. 

Eight generic options are available for D&T of each module. The options are: 

I) Use an existing, currently operable LANL design in place of GFD 
2) Analytical validation 
3) Cold test of GFD functiona lity 
4) Cold test of exact GFD equipment 
5) Hot test of GFD functionality 
6) Hot test of exact GFD equipment 
7) Test at POCF cold start-up 



8) Test at PDCF hot start-up 

In general, the recommended options are a hybrid set of cold and hot test options which 

minimize risk and cost. 
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Chapter 1 - Pit Disassembly D&T Options 

Introduction 

The disassembly module is used to disassemble pils and cut open materia l containers. To 
date, LANL has disassembled retirement stockpile pits using manua l too ls and a Myford lathe 
modified with after-market CNC control system. The Myford lathe is a temporary installation in 
the LANL plutonium fac ility and must be removed in PY 2004 to fulfi ll an agreement to allow 
for the installation of pit certification equipment. Therefore, any work beyond 2004 will require 
either movement of the Myford lathe or installation of a new lathe. Data from disassemblics 
were used to outline the disassembly sequence and machining parameters (feed speeds, depths of 
cuts) for PDCF. This information resulted in the selection of the Moore parting lathe with 
overhead manipulator as the GFD baseline. The Myford lacks the capabili ty to perform all 
operations needed for PDCF (in particular, automated tailstock movement). There is no 
commercially ava ilable equipment 0 11 the market that permits disassembly of pits, so the 
disassembly module requires several custom designed components. 1n summary, lathe 
technology is very mature but the automation of the lathe including end effectors, the alignment 
fixturing, and acceptable hand tooling is unproven. 

Table I summarizes the high and medium D&T needs from the disassembly TME (see 
also the classified addendum to the TM Es). Table 2 lists the data needs for disassembly. Table 3 
I ists the costs and schedule for the D&T options. Table 4 is a summary of the SOD and 
component residual risks fo llowing execution of the proposed options. SOD residual risks are 
eva luated against process maturity and component residual risks are evaluated against equipment 
maturi ty using the TME process. Red boxes are high residual risk, yellow boxes are medium 
residual risk, and green boxes are low residual risk. One exception to the TME process was 
made to generate Table 4: for processes that do not require SNM or pits to be fully tested, boxes 
representing residual risk following exact cold testing were colored green even though the TME 
process unnecessarily regards these as medium risk. 

The outstanding D&T needs for disassembly include automation of pit alignment and 
denesting, development of final procedures for disassembly, the development of automated 
denesting tools, and verification of the integrabi li ty of the lathe and manipulator control systems. 

D&T Options 

A) Recommended option.for p it disassembly - cold and hot test hybrid option 

Cost: $2M 
Schedule: 2 years 



D&T needs addressed: 1-18 (in Tables I and 2) 
D&T needs not addressed: none 
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Discussion: The recommended D&T option for D&T of the disassembly module is a hybrid of 
cold and hot testing. The recommendation includes hot testing the exact lathe with a manipulator 
that is functionally equivalent to the GFD (including control system), hot testing of manual 
denesting tools, and hot testing of fi xturing. 

A I) Although all classes of pits have been manually disassembled at LANL, additional 
disassembly D&T is necessary to test the design of the pit chucks and to deve lop final automated 
disassembly procedures. Additional disassemblics are also necessary to support testing of other 
modules requiring D&T (e.g., hydride/ dehydride). Therefore it is necessary to have an 
operational lathe through the end of D&T (estimated to be September 2005 in the !DST plan 
(LA-CP-02-432, September 2002)). The currently-installed Myford lathe is installed in space 
planned for use by the Pit Certification Program. The Myford lathe must be removed in 2004. 
Two options exist for re-installing the lathe capability in 2005 in the space where the LLNL 
bisector box currently exists - move the Myford lathe or install the exact Moore. LANL already 
has the Moore lathe and surrounding glovebox. The My ford lathe glovebox wi II not fit in the 
bisector box space and procurement of a new glovebox would be necessary in order to install the 
Myford lathe. It is therefore cheaper to install the exact Moore lathe than to re-insta ll the 
My ford. In addition to the cost savings, installation of the Moore lathe results in hot testing of 
the exact lathe specified for PDCF, thereby increas ing the technical maturity of the disassembly 
program and decreasing the risk to PDCF. For instance, the Moore lathe includes a 
programmable tailstock and a mil ling head on the tool post whereas the Myford does not. 
Because instal lation of the Moore lathe is necessity for continuing ARJES operations, cold 
testing options for the Moore lathe were not considered. The automated denesting end effector, 
which requires hot testing, wi II be tested using the existing integrated Moore lathe / non
prototypical manipulator. The abi lity to integrate the lathe and manipulator contro l systems will 
be tested. 

A2) It is recommended that the exact manipulator and integrated lathe control system for 
disassembly be cold tested. The D&T options for the manipulator arc discussed in a separate 
section below. Jn summary, there are no significant requirements to test the exact manipulator 
using plutonium or actual pits. Therefore, cold testing is sufficient to mitigate existing technical 
risk of the manipulator and control system. 

The Moore lathe is installed in a glovebox housing a manipulator (procured prior to the 
start of GFD) which is different in fo rm from that specified for PDCF but capable of the same 
function. It is recommended that the manipulator be installed and hot tested with the Moore 
lathe. l-lot testing is required because denesting tests require actual pits due to the difticult-to
mock tolerances. further, installation of the manipulator with the lathe will allow for testing of 
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manipu lator loading and unloading of fixtures on the exact lathe to be used al PDCF. Also, lathe 
/ manipu lator testing allows for testing of pit alignment using actual pits. The operabili ty of the 
end effectors (e.g., pit gripper) will also be tested. 

A3) As a back-up to automated denesting, manual dencsting tools that meet Savannah River 
safety requ irements wi ll be developed. These tools wi ll be simple tools that aid denesting and do 
not incorporate sharp edges. 

B) Alternate option B for pit disassembly - exact hot testing 

Cost: $6M 
Schedule: 3 years 
D&T needs addressed: 1-18 (in Tables I and 2) 
D&T needs not addressed: none 
Discussion: Option B involves instal lation and hot testing of an identical disassembly system 
including lathe, overhead manipulator, and end effectors. The plan would incl ude lathe, 
glovcbox and manipulator procurement, integration of the manipulator, lathe and glovcbox, and 
insta llation and testing of the disassembly module. Manual denesting tools would also be tested. 
The advantage of Option B is that the exact system to be used at PDCF including the 
manipulator, would be tested, thereby mitigating all risks associated with disassembly. The 
drawback to Option B is cost and schedule. 
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Table I - High or Medium D&T needs from disassembly TME 
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system sci up IIUk>flllllCd 

n11d rC"Ady 10 star1 hnndliui. 
g 1cs1i11K 

Con1R>I Sys1cm Fl l .l 7 l/1./ L 9/11/ II 8/11 / II 9 /11/ II ln1cgm1,on of Cold l<JI 
Driven by softWlfC 11u1oma11on w,1h 

10 coneems l111hc 11nd 
M1111uol 1' 2 l . l 7 2/ L/L 6/M/M 6/M/M 9/M / M Oi1d:t1p 10 1hc ~I Bo1Tcs1 
[)(ncslifl.& 1 ools dtncshn.i ttrippt 

l' l l ,1.8 llol r,rui,bility Ne«led If 
lt:Slilli,. Need 10 d(nc"inij g,ippt1 
impro,-o 1oolins. dotsn't \\OtL:. 

\Vhnt l'lr~ the 
1u1rcty ronccms-
ltowdowc 
cniuro snfc. use 

II 
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Table 2 - Summary of data needs from disassembly data needs study 

SDD 
12 Automation 
13 Pit alignment 
14 Denes ting 

Ooeratin2: parameters 
15 Lathe rotation speed 
16 De1)th of cuts 
17 Cutting tool feed rates 
18 Manipu lator control vacuum 

Table 3 - D&T options, cost, and schedu le for disassembly 

Option Descriotion Cost Schedule 
A Hybrid option $2M 2 years 
B Exact hot testing $6M 3 years 



Table 4 - Remaining risk fo llowi ng execution of D&T options 

F-2.3. 1 Disassemble Uncontaminated 
Pits and Pu Metal Containers 

F.2.3. l.4 Sta e In Pits or 3013 Cans 

r.2.3. J .5 Prepare Pits or 3013 Cans for 
Cuttin 

F.2.3. 1.7 Cut Uncontaminated Pits 

F.2.3.1.8 Ph sicall Se arate Pieces 

SOD Functions F .2.3 .1 .1 1 Sta Ye Out Pieces 

Overhead Mani ulator 

Fixture with Orientation Device 

Lathe 

Disassembly Control S stem 
Components Manual Oencstin Tools 

Cost to lm lemcnt 

Schedule to Jm lement 

* Recommended Option 

Residual D&T Need Levels 
After ExecuLin O Lion 

12 
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Chapter 2 - Special Recovery L ine D&T Options 

See classified SRL D&T options addendum. 
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Chapter 3 - Hydride / Dehydride D&T Options 

Introduction 

The function of lhe Plulonium Separation System is to chemical ly scparale plutonium 
from bonded pit pieces at certain rale (Mass Balances for Primary Streams Process flow 
Diagrams B-POCF-1 -01-029 to meet FOO requirements R-0.0-1 and R-2.4-1). Plulon ium metal 
produced by lhis process must meet the requirements given in the PDCF-MOX inlerface control 
document. The remaining bonded material must meel the requirements established by its 
disposa l pathway. Non-plutonium pieces being sent to the sanitization module and MgO 
crncible pieces being sent to Aux-HEU must contain less than 100 grams of plutonium per batch 
of remain ing meta l pieces. 

Based on the design to date, it is expected that the hydridc-dehydride (HOH) system will 
include means for staging in plutonium-bearing bonded pit pieces, chemically separating 
plutonium in bonded pit pieces to plutonium ingots, removing pieces of crucible from the 
plutonium metal ingots, staging out plutonium metal ingots, non-plutonium and plutonium
contam inated crucible pieces, and recycling fa iled material. Means for lag storage of pit pieces is 
not considered a GFO item. 

These functions are accomplished lhrough the use of an overhead manipulator for 
material transport, a hydride-dehydride (HOH) reactor comprised of two furnaces for hydriding 
and dehydriding respecti vely, a gas delivery system (GI 1S) fo r delivering and recycling process 
gas, a lower reaclor manipu lator for removing final product from the reactor, and a crncible 
breakout station (CBS) for isolating the plutonium metal product from the crncible to allow for 
add itional processing. 

To date, LANL has run a limited number of hot tests on an experimental HOI 1 system, 
comprised of an HOH reactor and gas delivery system, which is significantly different from 
GFD. These feasibility studies indicate the concept behind using HOH to chemically separate 
plutonium is valid. The differences between the experimental system and the GFD wi ll not be 
elucidated in this document. The gap analysis presented in the TME represents the differences 
between the GFD HOH system and a proposed LANL HDI I system insta ll (sec Option A). 

There are many outstand ing D&T needs (shown in Tables I and 2). Jn summary, neither 
the functionality or the GFO system nor the crncible breakout station is has been veri lied. The 
techn ical maturity of the HOH is low as compared to other GFD modules. 
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D&T Options 

The options presented in this paper are lhc result of the TME and DA of the HOH module 
performed by the TME working group. Table I summarizes the high and medium D&T risks 
from the TME at the component and requirement levels. The specifics of the DA are classi fi ed, 
but an unclassified summary of the findings is shown in Table 2. Table 3 presents the options to 
be discussed in this section. The recommended option is discussed first and in greatest detail. 
For completeness, hot and cold testing options for the GFD prototype have a lso been included. 
Table 4 is a summary of the SOD and component residual risks following execution of the 
proposed options. SOD residual risks are eva luated against process maturi ty and component 
residual risks are evaluated against equipment maturity using the TME process. Red boxes are 
high residual risk, yellow boxes are medium residua l risk, and green boxes are low residual risk. 
One exception to the TME process was made to generate Table 4: for processes that do not 
require SNM or pits to be ful ly tested, boxes representing residual risk following exact cold 
testing were colored green even though the TME process unnecessarily regards these as medium 
risk. 

The proposed options address deficiencies in the equipment and process testing exposed 
by the TME and DA. Several D&T options were evaluated to mitigate the project risks 
identified in the TME and DA. The recommended option is a hybrid of options B and C. 

A) Recommended Option/or HDH - Hor rest of f unctionally-equivalenl reactor and crucible 
breakout station 
Cost: $4 M 
Schedule: 2.5 years 

The overa ll integration of the automation with the entire system is not tested with Option 
A. 

A I) 11 DH Reactor and associated components - Hot functionality test 

Cost: $2.5 M 
Schedule: 2.5 years 
D&T needs addressed: 3, 4, 8, I 0-12, 14, 15-16, 18-26, and 28 

Discussion: Because LANL currently does not have a functioning hydride-dehydride system in 
PF-4, this recommendation entails the fabrication, procurement, cold acceptance testing, 
installation, and hot acceptance testing of a HOH furnace and associated components. Space 
constraints associated with PF-4 operations results in a recommendation of insta lling nearly 
exact but not identical equipment as compared to the GFD. LANL has been working on the 
procurement and install of a HDH reactor system based on the 90% GFD design. The 



differences between this system and GFD are articulated in the atlached HOH gap analysis. 
Testing of the reactor will, by default, test the gas delivery system, the vacuum system, the 
reactor manipulator and the control system. 

Although the technical maturity of the gas delivery system is very high because it is 
composed of commercial components, the integrated system is untested. ln addition, the 
frequency of regeneration of the hydride beds has not been explored. The major equipment 
issues that arc addressed by this option include materials compatibility, determination of the 
amount of remaining hydride contamination 0 11 baskets and metal pieces, impact of thermal 
stresses 0 11 the system particularly with respect to leak tightness, wear issues and impact of the 
dusty environment on motor bearings in the dri ve system. 

A2) Crucible Breakout Station - I Tot functionali ty test 
Cost: $1.5 M 
Schedule: I .5 years 
O&T needs addressed: Part of 4, 8, 13, and part of 27-28 in Tables I and 2 
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Experience indicates plutonium metal produced by HOH reactions adheres to the crucible 
walls unlike any other potential surrogate material. This experimental information was obtained 
using smaller crucibles, so the extent of adhesion needs to be determined before a fina l 
recommendation for testing the CBS can be made. The extent of adhesion can be determined by 
performing the hot functionality tests described in option A I . If the plutonium adheres to the 
larger crucibles to the same extent as seen in the experimental studies, the CBS must be hot 
tested to truly determine the ability of the CBS to operate under the requirements outlined in the 
SOD and FOO. Ir the separation requirement is ignored, determination of tbe abi li ty of the CBS 
to break crncibles can be obtained with a cold Lest. The CBS can be tested as part of an 
integrated system with the I IDH reactor system or separately. Hot testing at LANL, because of 
space constraints, would most likely require testing separate from the remainder of the system. 
This would result in the loss of some system integration information. 

A3) Overhead Manipulator - Cold Test 

It is recommended that overhead manipulator be cold tested. See the overhead 
manipulator D&T options section for more information. 

B) Alternative Option B - Hot test exact GFD equipment 
Cost: $6.5 M 

chedule: 3.5 years 
D&T needs addressed: All in Tables 1 and 2 with the exception of interfaces with the overhead 
manipulator 
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Discussion: This option would require a space al location, decommissioning of the existing 
glove box and installation of a new, bigger glovebox capable of containing the I IDH reactor and 
the CBS along with additional piping lines. In addition, to ensure prototypicali ty, procurement 
of the HOH system would need to wa it until the design is finalized, significantly lengthening the 
time to installation. A new controller / interface would also be required. It is unlikely this 
approach would result in the collection of data unavailable by the recommended option. 

C) Alternative Option 3. Cold test exact GFD 

Cost: $2 M 
Schedule: I .5 years 
D&T needs addressed: I 0- 14, 22, 25, and 26 in Tables I and 2 

Discussion: This option would ensure operability of the equipment but would not give any 
information regard ing test product characteristics (MgO and plutonium) or operational 
parameters associated with achieving the desired rate. Cycle times and rates, and operating 
temperatures and pressures would have to be based on surrogates. Given the limited amount of 
data available for HOH reactions, determination of operating parameters is a significant data 
need. 
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Table I - High or Medium D&T needs HOH TME 

II SDD RM / PM / lmpacl / SAFT-OPS/ l~Q / l111pnct / Issues O&T O&T 
Requlrcmcut / lmpnt t / D&T 1 ccdPM lmpnct / D&T D&TNrecl Need Optious 
Component O&T Need Level 

Need 
I l'.2.4 2/ L /L 9 /11 111 8 /1 1/ H 9/H/ 11 Scores n function of the H 1101 tesl 

Chemically Know Don't know how Need the Very liule has immaturity of the overhead 
Scparntc whut we the overall operational been mnnipulaior process 
Plutonium need to i111egmtion will parometers demonstrnlcd 

do, just uffcct lhc process. defined to wrile I IDII reactor 
1101 how Very lillle has the procedures has been hot 
we are been thal S RS needs feasibility 
going 10 dcmonslmtcd. to operate (w/o tested. 
do it cannot operate) 

2 F.2.4.1 Stage In 2/L/L 9/ 11/ H 8/ 11/ 11 9/ 11 /1 1 Scores n function of the II Cold 
Pu-Dearing i111111a1urity of t he overhead test 
Bonded Pit mnnipulmor process. 
Pieces 

3 F.2.4.2 2/1./ L 9 /11 / 11 8/1 1/H 6/ M/M Scores o function of the 1-1 !lot test 
Chemically immaturity of the in1egrotion 
Separate Pu in of gas delivery system mid 
Bonded Pit the immaturity of the I IDH 
Pieces to Pu reactor. 
Ingot 

Primary issues include 
materials compntibility, 
impact of residual hydride on 
components, tuid impact of 
thermal stresses. 

4 F.2.4.3 Remove 2/ LI L 9/ H/I! 9/11/ H 9/ H/1 1 Scores u function of the H l lot test 
Pieces of immaturity of the crucible 
Crucible from breakout s1ation ond the 
the Pu Mctol overhead manipulator 
Ingot processes. 

Issue with CDS - will the 
design achieve the desired 
sized crucible nieces? 

5 F.2.4.4 Stage 2/L/L 9/ H / 11 8/ 11 / H 9 /H /1 1 Scores o function of the II Cold 
Out Pu Mctol immaturity of 1hc overhead test 
ln11.ots nwnipulator process. 

6 F.2.4.5 Stoge 2/L/ L 9/11/ H 8/ H/ H 9/ H/1 1 Scores u function of the H Cold 
Out Non- immaturity of the overhead test 
Plutonium nmn ir>ulntor process. 

7 F.2.'l .6 Stngc 2/ LI L 9/11/1 1 8/11/ H 9/ 11 /1 1 Scores a function of the 1-J Cold 
Out Pu- immnturily of the overhead test 
Contaminated manipulator process. 
Crucible Pieces 

8 F .2.4. 7 Recycle 2/ L/L 9 /11/11 8/ 11/ H 9/ 1-1/1 1 Scores u function of the H llot test 
Failed Material immaturity of the overhead 

manioulator orocess. 
9 Overhead 2/L/ L 9 / 11 / H 8 /1 1/ H 9 /1 1/ H Mission critical IIW/SW II Cold 

Mm1ipuln1or Understand 1>iecc parts item used for all modules. test 
I lardwnre hazards require 
integration has associated. custom design Difference between modules 
not been Candidate is gripper chosen. 
demonstrated. safety Well lntcgralion of Automation -

significant developed will it work? 
Control systems have tcclmology for 
ulgorithms been idcntilied. monipulntor 
no11existcnt PDCF PIIA but not with 

this speci fie 
Drum gripper 1101 Operational gripper and 
tested. documentation conlrol 

not comDlcte inte11.ration 
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10 Rcaclor 2/LI L 9/ M/M 8 I II / H 9/M/ M lntegrntion of Automation M Cold 
Manipulmor test 

PDCf l'IIA 
Operational 
parameters no1 
defined 

II II yd ride/ 211./L 6/ M/ M 8/ 11/ 11 6/M/M Large variability in operation 1101 tcsl 
Dchydridc Experimental Some operating Bxrcrimenrnl of fcasibil ily tCSIS II 10 
Reactor system hot parameters system hot Materials compatibility develop 

demonstrated defined but demons1ro1ed (whol 10 do about hydride opcmlio 
LANL logbook need co1110111inalio11 on basket and 11 

vcrific111io11 pieces remm11111g?) paromc1 
with actual Wl1at types of thermo I crs 
system stresses will affect leak 

lightness, whnl is the impact 
of the cooli1111. svslem? 

12 Gas Deli very 2/ 1,/1, 9/ H/ 1-1 6 /11/M 2 / MI I, If can' t deliver gas this way, H Cold 
System Not sure how ullcrrmtivo is 1101 desirable test 

integrated system Process ops not from o safety standpoint 
will work defined 

13 Crucible 2/ 1,/ L 9/ LIL 9/11/11 9/ H/ H lntegm1io11 of Aulomntion H Ho1 test 
Oreakou1 Specifics of the Understand Unclear 1ha1 W i II it separate pieces 
S1ntio11 syslcm ore not safety limits but design will 

well defined 1101 opcrntion achieve 
limits desired sized 

crucible 
oicces 

14 Control System 2 /L/L 9/11/ II 8 /1 1/ 11 9/11/H Control system is mature, II Cold 
ahiorith111s are 1101. lest 

Table 2 - Summary of PDCF data needs for H.011 

SOD 
15 Determination of separation rate/ process cycle time 
16 Determination of (all) product quality (separation ability) 
17 Ability of CBS to perform as required 

Operating parameters 
18 Veri fication of adequacy of initial vacuum level and rate of rise speci fications 
19 Min hydrogen pressure needed in reactor to achieve required rate 
20 Nominal and Min upper furnace temperature 
21 Nominal and Min lower furnace temperature 
22 Max Min/ and Nominal Getter Heater temperatures 
23 Max / Min Final Pressure in Furnace to signal end of run 
24 Max/ Min Drum Rotation Speed Determination 
25 Glovebox Hydrogen concentration alarm set point 
26 Max /Min Cool ing Water Flow Rate 

T&Mstudy 
27 Remote handling times 
28 Hydriding / Dehvdriding times for various feed materials 
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Table 3 - D&T Options Summary 

Option Description Cost Schedule 
A Recommended Option $4.0 M 2.5 yr 

B Hot test exact GPO PSf al LANL excluding overhead $6.5 M 3.5 yr 
manipulator 

C Cold lest exact GFD equipment at LANL excluding $2M 1.5 yr 
overhead manipulator 

Table 4 - Remain ing risk fo llowing execution of D&T options 

F.2.4 Chemical I Se arate Plutonium 

F.2.4.2 Chemica lly Separate Pu in 
Bonded Pit Pieces to Pu r n ot 

F.2.4.3 Remove Pieces of Crucible 
SOD Functions from the Pu Metal In ot 

H dride Deh dridc Reactor 

Gas Deliver S stem 

I IDH Crncible Breakout Station 

Components Control S stem 

Cost to Im lement 

Schedule to Im lement 

* Recommended Option 

Residual D&T Need Levels After Executing 

No 

0 tion 

Hot Test 
Functionally 

tion B 

E uivalent Exact Hot 

2.5 r 3.5 r 
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Chapter 4 - Direct Metal Oxidation D&T Options 

Introduction 

The direct metal oxidation module (OMO) is designed to convert the plutonium/uranium 
metal into plutonium/uranium oxide at a rate sufficient to meet production requirements of 25 
metric tons of plutonium metal at a maximum rnte of 3.5 MT/year per (FOO R-0.0-1, R-2.5-1 ). 
The system must produce plutonium oxide that meets DOE-STD-3013-2000 and the MOX 
acceptance criteria, and I J EU that meets the Y-12 acceptance criteria. The systems must also 
process auxiliary HEU materials including decontamination residues conta ining sulfates, and 
stabilize these materials for storage. 

LANL has demonstrated a process f'or the oxidation of decontaminated meta l that produces Y-12 
acceptable oxide. These operations have been demonstrated in static box furnaces. Very limited 
information is avai lable on processing times for HEU in the GFD DMO system. The HEU OMO 
prncess needs to be tested to certify that the product meets all down stream storage requirements. 
The issue of materials compatibili ty between the furnace components and the sulfate bearing 
sludge needs to be addressed in the O&T. 

The ARIES line at LANL has demonstrated the process of OMO of plutonium and 
uranium metal (LANL Demo Report LA-CP-02-449). These demonstrations, performed on non
GFD equipment, va lidated the oxidation process and gave bounding oxidation rates. LANL has 
installed an updated OMO furnace (DMO-2) in the ARI ES line. This furnace is currently 
undergoing hot acceptance testing. Although procured prior to the completion of GFD, this 
furnace closely mimics the GFD in form and function (see OMO gap analysis in the OMO TME 
for differences between DMO-2 and GFD). The OMO module is unique in that the identical 
GFD equipment is to be used to process the plutonium, uranium, and auxi liary streams. LANL 
has acquired HEU OMO data in static box furnaces and one HEU OMO nm using the OMO-I 
furnace, but has no experience with lhe calcination of uranium or sulfate-containing sludge. 
LANL is planning to install the exact Gf-D OMO system (DMO-3) as part of the ARlES HEU 
upgrndc. This system wi ll be identical to lhe GrD in all aspects except fo r the overhead 
manipulator. 

The options presented in this paper are the result of the TME and Data Needs Analysis 
(DA) of the OMO modules (plutonium, HEU, and Aux) performed by the TME working grnup. 
Table I summarizes the results of the TME at the component and requirement levels. Table 2 
lists the data needs for OMO. A summary of the cost and schedule for each option is presented in 
Table 3. A discussion of the D&T options follows Tables 1, 2 and 3, with the recommended 
option discussed first and in greatest detail. For completeness, hot and cold testing options for 
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the GFD prototype have also been included. Table 4 is a summary of the SOD and component 
residual risks fo llowing execution of the proposed options. SOD residual risks are evaluated 
against process maturity and component residual risks are evaluated against equipment maturity 
using the TME process. Red boxes are high residual risk, yellow boxes are medium residual 
risk, and green boxes are low residual risk. One exception to the TME process was made to 
generate Table 4: for processes that do not require SNM or pits to be fully tested, boxes 
representing residual risk fo llowing exact cold testing were colored green even though the TME 
process unnecessarily regards these as medium risk. 

D&T Options 

Evaluation of the OMO modules O&T options is best done by material type considering 
an integrated system (furnace and ca lcincr). Evaluation of the manipulator is being done as a 
stand-alone options package. The proposed options address deficiencies in the equipment and 
process testing exposed by the TME and Data Analysis. The scope, schedule and cost for the 
various D&T options arc presented with eacb option. 

The TME and Data Needs analyses of the OMO system demonstrated deficiencies in 
both the component and process maturity. Mechanically, the GFD furnace and calciner have not 
been tested, although hot testing of functionally equivalent equipment (DM0-2) is underway. 
Given the heavy PDCF reliance on OMO processing, the gaps in mechanical maturity represent a 
troubling level of risk to the fac ility. Closure of these component level gaps can be addressed by 
either hot or cold testing. All three of the options presented greatly reduce the component level 
risk to the faci lity. 

Hot testing is required to close the gaps identified in the process maturity. Most important 
to the fac ility is tbe determination of the process parameters for uranium, plutonium, and 
auxiliary feed streams using the GFD equipment. Further, hot testing will allow the 
determination of the material properties of all OMO feed streams, and address materials 
compatibili ty issues associated with sulfate calcinations. 

A) Recommended option for DMO 
Furnace and Calciner - hot test DM0-2 & OM0-3. 
(Note: the furnace and calcincr are integral pieces of equipment and are therefo re not considered 
as separate components) 
Cost: $ I .OM 
Schedule: 2.5 yr 
D&T needs addressed: 3, 4, 6, and 9- 17 



Discussion: Selection of a recommended option for this module presents a challenge because 
two of the considered options have nearly equal meri t. It is believed that the recommended 
option is the most cost effective, while still answering all relevant technical questions. 

The recommended option takes advantage of the upgrades already underway in the 
ARfES demonstration. lt is recommended that hot testing of the currently installed DM0-2 
furnace be performed on plutonium metal. Hot testing of this system will yield information on 
product quali ty, operational parameters, and materia l compatibil ity issues. See the DMO gap 
analysis for a detailed accounting of the di fferences between the DMO- 2 and the GFD. 
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Installation or oro prototype DM0-3 system, as part of I IEU system upgrade, is also 
recommended. Hot testing of DM0-3 will serve two purposes. first, it will yield product quality 
and material compatibili ty data, and operational parameters for the oxidation of HEU metal and 
all auxiliary material. Second, installation and testing of the DM0-3 system will allow for a 
complete va lidation of the GFD OMO system under hot operating conditions. This option would 
cost more than the alternative that uses the same furnace to test plutonium and uranium, but 
would save the costs associated with the disposal of plutonium-contaminated I IEU. 

8) Alternative Option B- Hot test GFD DMOfunctionality - Plutonium and IIEU in same 

f urnace 
Cost: $0.SM 
Schedule: I year 
D&T needs addressed: 3, 4, 6, and 9- 17 

Discussion: Option B would also take advantage of the upgrades already underway in the ARIES 
line. As mentioned in the recommended option section, a good deal of product quality and 
parametric information could be gained by testing of the DM0-2 furnace that is currently 
installed in PF-4. Sec the OMO gap analysis for a listing of the differences between DMO- 2 and 
the GFO. A small number of HEU OMO tests could also be run on DM0-2. However, testing 
HEU and sludge ox idation in the plutonium-contaminated DM0-2 system would result in the 
generation of contaminated HEU material that must then be disposed. This option would save the 
cost for installation of the OMO- 3 furnace in the HEU line, but the project would incur 
additional costs associated with the disposal of the plutonium-contaminated HEU, and hot testing 
of the exact GFD OMO system would not be achieved. 

C) Alternative Option C - !fol test exact GFD equipment al l ANL using plutonium and HEU in 
same f urnace. 

Cost: $ I.SM 
Schedule 2.5 yr 
D&T needs addressed: 3, 4, 6, and 9-17 
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Discussion: This option is a subset of the recommended option, which includes installation and 
testing of the exact GFD OMO system. While comprehensive, it does not account for all the 
technical problems associated with all feed streams. I lot exact testing with plutonium could be 
completed in DM0-3, but this would preclude extensive I !EU testing. The project would incur 
additional costs associated with the disposal of the plutonium-contaminated I rEU. 

0) Altemative Option D - Cold test exact GFD 

Cost: $0.4M 
Schedule: 0.5 years 
D&T needs addressed: 9 - 11 

Discussion: This option would allow the testing of the OMO equipment with surrogates. The 
advantages relate to cost and schedule. The disadvantages relate to lack of parametric 
development for HEU and auxiliary materials. Selecting either of the hot exact options would 
result in ful l cold testing prior to installation in the ARIES line and thus incorporate this option. 
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Table I- 1 ligh or Medium D&T needs from DMO TME 

RM/ PM / Impact / SAFT-OPS/ EQ I Jmpnct / Issues D&T 
Impact D&TNced Impact / D&T Need Need 
/ D&T PM D&TNecd Level 
Need 

I F.2.5 2/L/L 9/ H / H 8/ H / ll 9/ H / H I I 
Oxidize Hot feasibi lity Process logic No automation Process 
Plutonium demonstrated. defined and / manipulation feasibility 
Metal LANL DR documented tested. demonstrated 

for normal and with 
No end-to-end off-normal Key system experimental 
process operations. functionality equipment 
demonstration demonstrated 
s. Process on hot Automation of 

I lazards experimental process 
analysis system. unproven. 
completed. LANL DR 

End-to-end 
Draft PDSA Some integration not 
prepared. prototype demonstrated. 

components 
cold tested 
Cold ATR 

2 F.2.5. 1 2/L/L 9/H/ H 8 / H / H 9/1 1/ H Issue is with the H 
Stage In Automation Safety defined This is driven weight of the 
Plutonium and in PDCF PHA by the lack of basket and the 

integration of but li ttle operating height of the 
robotics has operational conditions for furnace- no 
not been parameters the overhead alternatives exist 
tested .. defined manipulator to load furnace if 

and the closer manipulator does 
for fai led not perform as 
oxide material reauired 

3 P.2.5.2 2/L/ L 6/ H/ M 6/ 11 / M 6/H/ M Hot testing of M 
Convert Hot feasibili ty LANL See PDCF 
Plutonium demonstrated. Experiment di fferences as components not 

LANL DR procedures. defined in complete 
Table 6.4. 

Cold testing LANL PrHA Safety and ops 
completed on and criticality parameters are 
some PDCF analysis. immature 
components 
Cold ATR. PDCF PllA. 
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RM/ PM / Impact / SAFT-OPS / EQ I Impact / Issues D&T 
Impact D&TNeed Impact/ D&TNeed Need 
/D&T PM D&TNcccl Level 
Need 

4 F.2.5.3 2/L/L 6 / H / M 6/ H / M s• t H / H Issue is the H 
Calcine Ilot feasibility LANL Differences abili ty of the 
Plutonium demonstrated. Experiment exist (Table calcincr to 
Oxide LANLDR procedures. 6.4) produce and 

oxide with the 
Cold testing LANL PrHA *would define proper product 
completed on and criticality as a 7 because characteristics 
some PDCF analysis. was hot tested including particle 
components on an size. Will the 
Cold ATR PDCF PHA. experimental calcincr 

system that introduce 
wasn' t close impurities? Is 
to the design particle size an 

issue? 
5 F.2.5.4 2/L/L 9 / M / M 8/11/1 1 9/M/ M Automation 11 

Stage Out Driven by Safety defined Driven by lack integration not 
Plutonium overhead in PDCF Pl-IA of information tested but ifit 
Oxide manipulator but little regarding docs work, the 

but if the operational overhead alternat ive is do 
manipulator parameters manipulator it by hand or with 
fai ls, defined manual tools 
alternatives 
are available 

6 F.2.5.5 2 / L /L 8/ H/ H 8/ H / 11 8/1 1 / H Holdup in Doser H 
Recycle Doser Design Doser not not measured 
Failed has not been Operational identified. 
Material identified; procedures not Surrogate Overhead 

Cold developed. powder run on Manipulator 
feasibility cold system operation not 
demonstrated PDCF PHA Cold ATR considered in 
Cold ATR determ ining 

ratings. Covered 
in section F. 
2.5. 1 

7 Overhead 2/L/ L 9/H/I I 8 / H / H 9/ H / JI Mission critical H 
Manipulat Hardware Understand Piece parts HW/SW item used 
or integration has hazards require custom for all modules. 

not been associated. design Difference between 
demoustrated Candidate modules is gripper 

safety Well developed chosen 
Control significant technology for 
algorithms system have manipulator but 
nonexistent been idcnt i fied not with these 

specific 
Drum gripper Operational grippers and 
not tested documentation control 

not complete integration 
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RM / PM / Jmpact / SAFT-OPS/ EQ I I mpact / Issues O&T 
Impact D&T Necd Impact/ D&T Need Need 
/D&T PM O&TNeecl Level 
Need 

8 Material 2/L/ L 9/ H / H 6 / H / M 10 / M /M Automation and ll 
Transfer integration of 

Not specified robotics nol tested 
how going to do 
metal piece 
introduction yet 

9 DMO 2/ L/ L 6/ 1-1 / M 6 / H / M 6 / li / M Impact of stresses M 
Furnace Hot feasibility LANL Pl'I IA Some caused by cooling 

demonstrated. and crit icality di fferences water on the 
Cold test ing analysis. exist relative 10 furnace not fully 
completed on PDCr design. understood - may 
some PDCF PDCF PHA Sec elements. cause sealing 
components. issues. 
Impacts of For all range of Impacts of Ar 
argon blower feeds, bounding blower 1101 

not understood. ops have been understood 
With addition identified. 
of blower, 
cooling times 
from Cold A TR 
should be 
bounding. 

10 OMO 2/L/ L 6 / 1-1 / M 6 / 1-1 / M 8* I 1-1/ H Sec elements for H 
Calciner Hot feasibility Some differences 

demonstrated. LANLPrHA differences 
Cold t.esting and criticality exist relative to lf Calciner doesn' t 
completed on analysis. PDCF design. work there aren' t 
some PDCF easily identified 
components. Operating "'should be a 7 alternatives 

conditions are because system 
known tested is really 

similar to GFD 

11 Recycling 2 / LI L 8 / H / H 8/11/H 8/11/1-1 Operational H 
Equipment Cold feasib il ity Conceptual procedures not 

demonstrated design complete developed 
Cold ATR and Holdup not 

demonstrated measured 
Cold ATR 
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Table 2 - Summary of data needs from OMO data needs study 

SOD 
12 Oxidation rate 
13 > 99.5% oxidation 
14 Material re-run 
15 Particle size 

Operating parameters 
l6 Drum rotation speed 
17 Calcincr operating temperature 

Table 3 - O&T Options Summary 

Option Description Cost Schedule 

A Recommended Option - I lot test DMO-2 and OMO-3 $ 1M 2.5 y 

B Hot test GFD functionality (DMO-2) $0.5M ly 

C I lot test exact GFD on plutonium or uranium $ I.SM 2.5 y 

D Cold test exact GFD $0.4M 0.5 v 
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Table 4 - Remaining risk following execution of D&T options 

Residual D&T Need Levels After Executin 0 tion 

0 tion D 0 lion B 0 lion A* 0 tion C 

GFD 
No Functionality Exact Hot 

Further Exact w/ Pu & Hybrid Pu& 
D&T Cold HEU Hot HEU 

F.2.5 Oxidize Plutonium 
Meta l 

F.2.5.2 Convert Plutonium M 

F.2.7.6 Convert & Calcine 
HEU & Aux Material M M 

r.2.5.3 Calcine Plutonium 
Oxide 

SOD F.2.5.5 Recycle Fai led 
Functions Material 

OMO Furnace 

OMO OMO Calciner 
Components Rec 

Cos 

I r 2.5 r 2.5 r 
* Recommended Option 
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Chapter 5 - Inner Canning D&T Options 

Introduction 

The Inner Canning System (Packaging), is designed to package the plutonium and H:EU / 
plutonium ox ides into approved containers in preparation for long-term storage and 
transporta tion. The system must seal the plutonium and HEU/plutonium oxide convenience can 
into the 3013 inner can during normal operations and be able to open and reprocess failed cans. 
The decontamination stage must remove plutonium contamination from the surface of the 3013 
inner container prior to transfer of the can out of the glovebox. The system must veri fy the can is 
decontaminated and does not leak. 

The ARIES line at LANL has demonstrated the Packaging module with equipment that is 
functionally similar to the Gf'D (LANL Demo Report LA-CP-02-449). These demonstrations, 
performed with manual material transfer, validated the decontamination and welding processes 
and gave bounding production rates. An automated packaging system has been cold tested at 
LANL and the system is currently being installed in the ARIES demonstra tion line. This system 
is scheduled to become operational in the near future. Although procured prior to the completion 
of GfD, this system closely mimics the GFD in form and function (?ee packaging gap analysis 
for differences between automated packaging system and GFD). 

The GFD flow loop is functionally similar to that used in the second ARJES 
demonstration. The differences are listed in the gap analysis. The main differences between the 
demonstrated flow loop and the GFD are componenl sizes and a deparlure from batch 
processing. The larger lines proposed fo r the GFD may make not meet the system drainage 
requirements. Cold testing of the abili ty to blow out the GFD lines are underway, but preliminary 
results suggest that the GFD li ne sizes will need to be redesigned (ESA-AET: 03- 124). 

D&T Options 

The options presented in this paper are the result of the TME and DA of the module 
performed by the TME working group. Table I summarizes the results of the TME at the 
component and requirement levels. A summary of the findings of the DA study is presented in 
Table 2. A summary of the cost and schedule for each option is presented in Table 3. A 
discussion of the D&T options fo llows Tables I - 3 with the recommended option discussed first 
and in greatest detail. For completeness, hot and cold testing options for the GFD prototype have 
also been included. Table 4 is a summary of the SOD and component residual ri sks fo llowing 
execution of tbe proposed options. SOD residual risks are evaluated against process maturi ty and 
component residual risks are evaluated against equipment maturity using the TME process. Red 
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boxes are high residual risk, yellow boxes are medium residual risk, and green boxes are low 
residual risk. One exception to the TME process was made to generate Table 4: for processes 
that do not require SNM or pits to be ful ly tested, boxes representing residual risk fo llowing 
exact cold testing were colored green even though the TME process unnecessarily regards these 
as medium risk. 

The TME and Data Needs analyses of the Packaging system demonstrated deficiencies in 
both the component and process maturity. Mechanical ly, the GFD Packaging system has not 
been tested, although co ld testing of functionally equivalent equipment has been completed and 
hot testing is scheduled. Given the importance of Packaging to the PDCF, the gaps in mechanical 
maturity represent a troubl ing level of risk to the faci lity. Closure of these component level gaps 
can be addressed by either hot or co ld testing. All three of the options presented greatly reduce 
the component level risk to the fac ility. 

Hot testing is required to close the gaps identified in the process maturity. Most important 
to the fac ility is the determination of the process parameters for decontamination and the 
procedural steps for obtaining a clean automated weld. In past manual tests, the weld area has 
been masked to prevent cross contamination, a process that is unacceptable for automated 
operations. 

A) Recommended Option/or Packaging 
Cost: $1.8M 
Schedule: 2.5 yr 
D&T needs addressed: All 

Overview: 
This recommendation calls for continuing with the instal lation and hot testing of the automated 
packaging system currently being installed as part of the ARIES demonstration, and for cold 
testing of the GFD flow loop. 

Al) GFD Decontamination, Robot, and Welding functions - Hot Test 
Cost: $0.8M 
Schedule: 2.5 years 
D&T needs addressed: I -7 and I 1-1 3 

Discussion: The automated packaging system currently being installed as part of the ARIES 
demonstration inc ludes the exact GFD decontamination fixture, and a robot and welding station 
that are very similar to the GFD package. Extensive hot testing of the automated packaging 
system will drive all of the high and medium D&T needs associated with the packaging system 



(excluding flow loop) to acceptable levels of maturity. This includes the decontamination and 
welding operations which each ranked as having high D&T needs in the TME analysis. 

A3) GFD Flow-loop - cold test 
Cost: $1 M 
Schedule: 2 yr 
D&T needs addressed: l , 2, 4, 5, 11 , 13, 14 
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Discussion: Our recommendation is to cold test the GFD flow-loop. Cold testing will provide 
data on the process parameters and rnechanica I operations of the integrated flow-loop, as well as 
testing of the control and safety systems (i.e. hydrogen sensors). The automated packaging flow 
loop is substantial ly different from the GFD. The differences between the GFD and automated 
packaging packages are listed in the gap analysis in the TME. 

The purpose of the flow-loop is to transfer nuid from the process electrolyte and rinse tanks to 
and from the decontamination fixture, to mainta in process fluids within specified pH and 
conducti vity ranges and to distill off-spec rinse water. The flow-loop must also meet the fac ili ty 
hydrogen monitoring requirements. Examination of Tables I and 2 leads to the conclusion that 
the maturity of the flow-loop at the element and component level is high. The team fe lt that the 
technology required for flow-loop operations is very mature and that there were no unique 
components that required testing. l lowcver, the process maturity for the flow-loop functions 
scored as 8/IJ/H and the safety & ops scored as 6/H/M. These scores reflect the team's feeling 
that the consequences of a fai led flow-loop design are very serious (the midd le high), and that 
the operation of the integraled GFD flow-loop was not mature. 

The GFD fiow-loop is functionally similar to that used in the second ARIES 
demonstration. The di fferences arc listed in the attached gap analysis. The main differences 
between the demonstrated and GFD flow-loops are component sizes, durability, and a departure 
from batch processing. The flow- loop proposed for the hot testing of the GFD fixture will be 
similar to the GFD in that it will incorporate automated valves and PLC controls but, due to 
space constraints, is not designed to prototype the GFD. 

The TME and DA both pointed out deficiencies in the maturity of the GFD flow- loop. 
Other than the previously discussed bake-out operation, none of the recommended tlow-loop 
D&T requires testing with radioactive materials. LANL has not experienced any radio
degradation in the pi lot flow-loop testing. It is, however, important to vet the GFD flow-loop 
integrated design and develop operating parameters (flow rate, pressure, ops sequence) prior to 
start-up the faci li ty. This can be done using surrogate material either at LANL or some other cold 
test facility. 



B) Alternative Option B - Hot test exact GFD equipment at LANL 

Cost: $SM 
Schedule: 4 years 
O&T needs addressed: All 
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Discussion: Hot testing of the exact GFD system is technically the most comprehensive option. 
I lowever, the added expensive and limited technica l gain of hot testing the exact GFD, rather 
than proceeding with the recommended option, dissuaded the team from this option. As pointed 
out in the gap analysis, the differences between the automated packaging system and the GFD 
are minimal excluding the flow loop. 

C) Alternative Option C - Cold test exact GFD 

Cost: $2.SM 
Schedule: 2 years 
O&T needs addressed: /\11, except the abil ity to produce acceptable cans. 

Discussion: This option would allow the testing of the packaging equipment with surrogate-filled 
cans. Much of the testing on the nearly exact robot, decontamination system and welder is 
already complete. The most likely candidate for exact cold testing is the flow loop. The technical 
case for cold testing the exact GFD packaging system beyond the flow loop is difficult to make 
given the similari ty between the GFD and the Pu. 
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Table J - High or Medium D&T needs from Packaging TME 

RM / PM I Impact / SAFT-OPS EQ/ Issues D&T 
Impact 0&TNeed / Impact/ Impact / Need 
/ D&T PM D&TNeed D&TNccd Level 
Need 

I 1:-2.8 2/L/L 8 / H /H 8 / 11 / 1-1 8 / H / H LANL has tested an H 
Packag Impact of experimental 
e Pu overall system Safety Driven dccontam ination 
Oxide integration not defined in primarily by system but because 

well studied. PDCF robotic there are significant 
Impact of PHA. tooling equipment 
gripper although differences between 
contamination Some some this system and 
Long term operationa I elements of GFD. 
reliability parameters the flow 
under defined. loop and 
continuous fixture also 
ops? rank high in 

this cate!.!orv 
2 F.2.8.1 2/ L / L 8 / H / H 8 / H / H 8 / H / IT weld contamination H 

Package Cold Process Hot Robotic mounting 
plutoniu fcas ibi I ity logic feasibi lity different 
m oxide, demonstrated defined and system Decontamination 
EU/Pu Cold /\TR. doeumente tested. chamber is different 
oxide d fo r LANL DR Cold tested Flow 
and normal Some loop system not 
other by- operations prototypic GFD by use of 
product components different size piping 
in 3013 demonstrate and valves 
Inner d during lssue with gamma 
Can cold testing detector. Reliability 

of an in continuous ops 
experimcnta operation 
I, very 
similar 
system 
Cold ATR 
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RMI PM / Impact / SAFT-OPS EQ/ Issues D&T 
Impact D&T Need / Impact / Impact/ Need 
/D&T PM D&T Need D&TNecd Level 
Need 

3 Robotics 2 / L /L 8/lf/H 8 / H / H 8 /H / H GFD robot on floor I-I 
Driven by instead or roof. 

Cold PDCF robotic Should not affect 
feasib ility PHA tool ing operation 
demonstrated ln picking up a can 
Cold ATR. in a potentially 

contaminated 
glovebox, wi II 
contaminates be 
introduced to the 
gripper which 
would affect fixed 
contamination 
found on the outer 
weld? 

4 Deconta 2 / L /L 6/ H / M 8 / H / H 8* / H / H Hot testing not M 
mination Hot feas ibility Experimental started. 
Hardwar of all PDCF System. Cold Decontamination 
e components PHA Demonstrate chamber is different 

LANL DR d Cold ATR. from the ARIES 
Cold Some demonstration 
prototype of operational testing. 
fixture parameters 
demonstrated defined 
Cold ATR .. 

5 Deconta 2 / LIL 8 / H/ 11 6 / H / M 6 / 1-I I M Experimental M 
mination Experimental Experimental system has many 
Flowloo system Cold System. Cold differences from 
p feas ibi I ity Demonstrate the Jacobs design. 

demonstrated d Cold ATR. Most significant 
Cold ATR .. differences are: 

Based on piping and va lve 
piping and sizes are different 
controls for for pressure drop, 
fluids. gamma detector for 

electrolyte loop and 
Will the evaporative 
electrolyte container for solid 
shield the waste removal. 
ability to test 
sludge? 
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RMI PM /Impact/ SAFT-OPS EQ/ Issues D&T 
Impact D&T Need /Impact / Impact/ Need 
/D&T PM D&TNeed D&T Need Level 
Need 

6 Welding 2 / L /L 6 / H / M 6 / H / M 5/ H I M Experimental M 
Welding Process 5 driven by system identical to 
process is logic housing Jacobs 
mature but defined and requirement, 
not on this documentc H impact by Assuming gripper 
exact d for time needed does not introduce 
equipment. normal to requalify contaminates that 
Process operations. new welder interfere with weld 
assumes can in event of Issue with 
is visually failure contaminates is the 
clean given to weld doesn' t meet 
the welder I OCFR contaminate 
gripper limits 
Hot feasibility 
demonstrated 
Cold ATR .. 

7 Leak 2 / L /L 6 / H / M 6 I J-1 I M. 3 / M / L Off the shelf M 
check Don' t have a Exact system, 
Station work around chamber cold modifications are 

if the tested only for integration. 
equipment Demonstrate 
doesn't work d Cold ATR .. 
Cold 
feasibility 
demonstrated 
Cold ATR .. 

Table 2 - Summary of data needs from Packaging data needs study 

SDD 
l 1 Throughput (EDC time) 
12 EDC abi li ty to meet contamination limits 

Operating parameters 
13 Throughput (EOC time) 
14 Flow loop parameters 



Option 

A 

B 
C 

Table 3 - D&T Options Summary 

Description Cost Schedule 

Recommended Option - hot and cold hybl'id $1.8M 2.5 yr 

Hot Test Exact GFD $5.0M 4 y r 

Cold Test Exact GFD $2.5M 2 yr 

Table 4 - Remaining risk fo llowing execution of O&T options 

Residual D&T Need Levels After 
Executin O tion 
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Option C Option A* Option B 

F-2.8 Package Plutonium Oxide 

F.2.8. 1 Package plutonium ox ide, 
EU/Pu oxide and other by-product in 
3013 Tnner Can 

F.2.8.2 Recycle Failed 30 13 Tnncr 
SOD Functions Cans 

Robotics 

Decontamination Hardware 

Decontamination Plow Loop 

Welder 

Radiation Monitoring Station 

Inner Canning Leak Check Station 
Components Can Opener 

Cost to Im lement 

Schedule to Im lement 

* Recommended Option 

No 
Further 
D&T 

Exact Hot & Exact Hot 
Cold Cold 

Hybrid 
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Chapter 6 - Nondestructive Assay D&T Options 

[ntroduction 

The nondestructive assay (NOA) system is used to assay special nuclear materials 
(plutonium and uranium) prior to processing, storage and shipping. The NOA suite incorporates 
various instruments including a calorimeter, neutron coincidence counter (NCC), gamma ray 
isotopics system (GRIS), and a radiograph. The rad iography station is not GFD and wi ll be 
addressed in O&T options for the balance of plant. J\n NOA suite has been in use at LANL for 5 
years. The calorimeter and NCC are identical to the GFO. The GRIS is identical to the GFD 
with the exception of the compumotors. The LANL equipment has been shown to be able to 
meet MOX requirements for NOA of plutonium oxide containers (ARIES outer containers) with 
the exception of accuracy using GRlS for two isotopes {239Pu and 240Pu). Measurement of BNFL 
containers, HEU material , HEU sludge from BOC and other classified components (see 
classified addendum to TMEs) has not been demonstrated but the equipment is expected to be 
capable of measuring these items. The LANL robot is different from that specified in the GFD. 
In summary, the NOA equipment is very mature with the exception of the robot. The SOD 
analysis noted that a shipper - receiver agreement between PDCP and Y- 12 is necessary in order 
to ship HEU to Y- 12 from PDCF. The agreement is being negotiated by NNSA and is outside of 
the scope of this document. 

Table 1 summarizes the high and medium D&T needs from the NOA TME. Table 2 lists 
the data needs for NOA. Table 3 lists the costs and schedule for the O&T options. Table 4 is a 
summary of the SOD and component residua I risks fo llowing execution of the proposed options. 
SOD residual risks are evaluated against process maturi ty and component residual risks are 
evaluated against equipment maturity using the TME process. Red boxes are high residual risk, 
yellow boxes arc medium residual risk, and green boxes are low residual risk. One exception to 
the TME process was made to generate Table 4: for processes that do not require SNM or pits to 
be fu lly tested, boxes representing residua l risk fo llowing exact cold testing were colored green 
even though the TME process unnecessari ly regards these as medium risk. 

The primary outstanding D&T needs fo r the PDCF include verification that the NOA 
suite can measure HEU-containing materials and that the NOA suite can achieve the accuracy 
necessary for MOX acceptance of plutonium oxide. The manipulator operability is also a 
significant D&T need. 

O&T Options 

A) Recommended option for NDA -cold and hot test hybrid option 



Cost: $1M 
Schedule: 1.5 years 
D&T needs addressed: I - 9, I l, 13, and 14 (in Tables I and 2) 
D&T needs not addressed: I 0, 12, and 15 (in Tables I and 2) 
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Discussion: The recommended D&T option for the NOA module involves further testing of the 
integrated suite to test NOA of HEU, testing using BNFL outer containers, installation of a new 
spectrometer into the GRIS lo increase accuracy, testing of the bar code reader, and calculations 
to verify lag storage and shielding requirements. 

A I) The primary outstanding D&T need for the NOA module is NOA of HEU materials 
including oxide and sludge from I IEU processing. Similar measurements have been made using 
different instruments, however the NOA suite has not been tested with HEU materials. 
Containers wil l be loaded with HEU materials and the necessary measurements (active neutron 
counting, in particular) will be performed. No additional equipment is necessary to perfo rm the 
necessary J J EU tests. 

A2) NOA measurements of plutonium oxide are mature. The NDA suite is capable of 
meeting the MOX - PDCF interface control document requirements with the exception of the 
accuracy for two isotopes (239Pu and 240Pu). Installing a new spectrometer can increase the 
accuracy of the 239 PL1 and 240Pu measurements. A spectrometer has been ordered and it is 
currently planned that the spectrometer wil l be tested within the next year. Tests using BNFL 
outer containers are predicated on the DP-funded installation of an outer container welder. 
When the welder is installed (late CY 2003), ARJES materials wi ll be welded into BNFL outer 
containers and assayed in the NDA suite. 

A3) /\ functionally equivalent manipulator, bar code reader, and host computer have been 
tested at LANL. The exact manipulator, bar code reader, and host computer can all be cold 
tested. Manipulator testing is covered in the section on man ipulator testing. The 
recommendation is to cold test the NOA manipulator. l t is recommended that the bar code 
reader and host computer be cold tested because there is no influence of plutonium or pits on 
their operation. The recommendation is to cold test the host computer L1pon PDCF startup 
because any software tested much before PDCF startup wi ll require updating to meet the modern 
operating system requirements. It is recommended that the bar code reader be tested prior to 
PDCF startup because bar code reading of stainless steel containers has been a significant 
prnblcm throughout the DOE complex. 

A4) Calculations will be performed to ensure that the lag storage is sufficient to meet the 
PDCF requirement. No D&T is necessary for lag storage. 
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AS) Interference from a co-located radiography unit is a performance concern for the NDA 
suite. There is no co-located radiography sui te at LANL, therefore shielding requirements for 
the NDA suite must be assessed. If additional shielding is necessary, the NDA Sl1ite design will 
be changed to incorporate additional shielding. 

B) Alternate option 8.for NDA -exact hor testing 
Cost: $6M 

Schedule: 3 years 
D&T needs addressed: I - 9 and 11 - 15 (in Tables I and 2) 
D&T needs not addressed: l O (in Table 2) 
Discussion: /\n identica l NOA system including suite layout, manipulator and radiography unit 
can be built, installed and tested at LANL if space can be obtained. Exact hot testing addresses 
all of the D&T needs with the exception of establishment of a shipper - receiver agreement. The 
presence of sufficient lag storage would be verified by analysis. The drawback to this option is 
cost and schedule. The benefit is that testing of the exact system would mitigate al l operability 
risks associated with NOA including those associated with radiography. 

C) Alternate option Cfor NDA -analysis only 
Cost: $0. 1 M 
Schedule: 1 year 
D&T needs addressed: 2, 7, 9, and 14 (in Tables I and 2) 
D&T needs not addressed: I, 3-6, 8, I 0-13, and 15 (in Tables I and 2) 
Discussion: NOA of HEU materials has been performed at a variety of DOE sites. A study can 
be performed to validate the ability of the NOA suite to assay HEU materials. The presence of 
sufficient lag storage would be verified by analysis. 
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Table I - High or Medium D&T needs from NOA TME 

llM / l1111>nel / PM/ h1111arl / SAl>f. QPS / ~:Q / I 111pnc1 / Issues O&TNccd ll&TOpllons 
D&T Need D&TNm l PM lm1mcl / ll&T D&TNccd Level 

Need 
F.2.13 Pcrfonn 2/L/L 6/l./L R / HI II ' 6 /11 / M M 1-1011<51 
NOA 10 S11p11or1 The ~lnjor need Drivtn b)' D,iven by 1obo1. Rodiownphy may 
F11cilily rcquin:mcnts for rcmnining is the enlorimcler / Other leehnology i1111J11el equipment 
Processing l'DCFNOA arc de1en11i1111io11 of robo, is foirly mn111re. op<rnbili1y (i11clu<lius 

dictated by process 111ani1milntor clcc1ricnl 1111crfcrc11cc). 
co111plinnce with pl\romclcr:i: for issurcs Nol )'Cl dcmon!lrnlcd 
DOE MC&A meosurcmen1 or ' M by for 111;.U con1ni11ins 
order$, 1hc DOE I IEU co111ni11i1111 COllJCll\US matcrinls. No 
pnckin~ stnnd11rd 111tHcriuls nnd the mcnsurernents done on 
nnd \Vll'I' wnstc impact of1hc nsc EINl'Leaia. 
nccc111nncc of BNFL 0111cr 
critcriR, cans 

F.2. 13.2 r crfo1111 2/L/L. 6/11/ M 8/11/11' 61 1-1 /M 11,c individnnl NOA II' llol l<>I 
NDA 011 l'roducl inst1mucn1s will ~c • ~I by 
3013 C'nns id<111icnl "ith 1hosc co11scnsu! 

The A similar N01\ Driven by The ARIES nscd in ARIES. 
rcc1uircmc111s for sy~lcm 1111s been cnlori11, c1cr nnd NOA system l1owc,-cr, 1hcir 
l'OCF NDA arc de111011siro1ed M robot differs only in 1111111bers will be 
dicin1cd by n parl of 1he numipulntor. • layout and robot incrcns«I The robot, 
co111plin11ce with A RIES p,ocess. lly process 1his con1rol i111crr.,cc. SlOrRBC nrcns. nnd 
OOEMC&A lm1>nct is driven is nn H, by High EQ ,•nine iuput ou1pu1 syslcn,s 
orders, 1hc DOil by lack or con,cnsus this is d,ivcn by robot will l>c different lhlln 
packing s1nndnrd nltcmntive to n11 M rna11ip11ln1or, ARIES. Some 
ftnd WIPP waste cnlorimeoy olhcr cquip111cn1 motcrials h1wc 11ot 

t\CCCl)lnncc: vc1y ,no1urc. been evnl11n1ed )'Cl 
crilcrin usii1a cnlorimcic.-y 

Com11011C'nl ~Uut llon RM / l111po<1 / J'tM / l mJtnt'I / SAFT - 01'S / t:Q I h11pnr1 / O&T JU 11t'J D,~T Nrtd O&T 0111i0111 

All1lrtsstd 11.~T Nrtd D&TN,,d lrllJ)lUI I O&T Ntrd l.cn l Lt,·tl 
lA\, ·,1 Lt,·t'l Nctd l..ercl 

Robot NDA SI)/) 2/L/L 6/11/M 6/11 / ~I 6/ H/ M 1r monipultuor M Cold JtSI 
M11nipulo1or nnd II 1. IJ.1,IJ rnils, c:an'I nml.e 
Uay SuppQn Co11tniners nuL'1 All p#tame1cr 1101 fro,1b1l11y 1>roccs.s loak has dose limh 
(includo, be 1110,'td n lues ore d11mons1n1cd bee11 defined and 
Gripper) beh\ccn NOA 'l)C<incd, httle v.11h ARJES documented for 

fw1c11011s or no chnnge in NDArobo1 oon1111I ond ofl°• 
rcqmrcn1tn11 oro Small Mole of flOfnJII 

expected ARIES demo c<.md11ion1. 
1n11ppr0p1iotc for ARmS robol 
PllCF oprr\lhonml datn 

used 10 define 
Ol)tUlllon 

condi1ions and 
pos<1blo 
recovery modes 

PIJR NIM IA HIES-NIM ,1 1/IF.S.NDA l":xpcnnlft1II\I S)'&tcm 
ho1 1c:11cd 

NIJ;l 90% IAHIES /)t11ttJ IAIIIES Drum 
flf'JHJtl Rtporl 

l ' IIH N/J,I 
NfJA 9/m 
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Table 2 - Summary of data needs from NDA data needs study 

SDD 
5 PDCF host computer testing 
6 PDCF maniou lator 
7 HEU NOA 
8 Radiography shicldine calc 
9 Verify lag storage design 
10 Formal agreement between Y-12 & PDCF necessarv 
I I Bar code reader 
12 Radiography - can deflection 

Oneratine 1>arameters 
13 Bar code reader 
14 HEU NOA 
15 Radiography - can deflection 

Table 3 - D&T options, cost, and schedule for NDA 

Option ' Description Cost Schedule 

A Hybrid testing option $1 M 1.5 years 

B Exact hot testing $6M 3 years 

C Analysis $0. 1 M J year 
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Chapter 7 - Highly Enriched Uranium Processing D&T Options 

Introduction 

The function of Uranium Processing & Staging System (UP&SS) is to convert highly
enriched uranium (HEU) metal to uranium oxide that will meet Y-12 plant acceptance criteria for 
plutonium contamination. HEU hemishells arrive at UP&SS from either pit disassembly or the 
special recovery line. After receipt at UP&SS, the HEU hemishells are weighed. The HEU 
hcmishells are then subjected to an electrolytic decontamination process that has been 
demonstrated yield material meeting the Y-12 plant acceptance criteria for HEU. This process 
requires three electrolytic decontamination cycles, fo llowed by the oxidation of the resulting 
decontaminated HEU in a furnace at elevated temperatures. The resultant HEU oxide product is 
mi lled and blended for homogenization prior to sampling, placed into cans that are sealed by 
crimping the lid, and sent to inner canning. A sample analysis of the oxide is used to insure 
compliance with receiver (Y- 12 Plant) requirements. The ARIES HEU Decontamination and 
Conversion (D&C) process has demonstrated the ability of the proposed process to generate Y-
12 acceptable material (sec classified addendum to TMEs and L/\NL Demo Report LA-CP-02-
449). Demonstrations of the D&C module, performed with all manual instrumentation and 
material trnnsfer, validated the decontamination and oxidation processes and supported the 
development of bounding production rates. Although the functional requirements fo r direct metal 
oxidation (DMO) and auxiliary oxidation (Aux-OMO) arc associated with the UP& S module in 
the FOO, the D&T options for these functions are integrated with the Pu DMO discussion in 
Chapter 2, Direct Metal Oxidation D&T Options. 

D&T Options 

The options presented in this paper are the result of the TME and data needs analys is 
(DA) of the UP & SS module performed by the TME working group. Table I summarizes the 
results of the TME at the component and requirement levels. The specifics of the HEU data 
needs analysis are classified, but an unclassified summary of the findings is shown in Table 2. A 
high level approximation of the cost and schedule for each option is presented in Table 3. 
fo llowing Tables 1-3, a discussion of the D&T options, with the recommended option discussed 
first and in greatest detail, is presented. For completeness, hot and cold testing options for the 
GFD prototype have been included along with the recommended option. Table 4 is a summary of 
the SOD and component level residual risks fo llowing execution of the proposed options. SDD 
residual risks are evaluated against process maturity and component residual risks are evaluated 
against equipment maturity using the TME process. Red boxes represent high residual risk, 
yellow boxes medium residual risk, and green boxes low residual risk. One exception to the 
TME process was made to generate Table 4: for processes that do not require SNM or pits to be 



full y tested, boxes representing residual risk following exact cold testing were colored green 
even though the TM E process unnecessarily regards these as medium risk. 
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The TM E and DA for the UP&SS system demonstrated deficiencies in both the 
component and process maturity of this system. Mechanical ly, the GFD fixture and now-loop 
have not been tested, although cold testing of the GFD fixture is underway. These gaps in 
mechanical maturity represent a troubling level of risk to the facility. Since HEU processing is a 
low dose operation, hot testing is not required in order to close the component maturi ty gaps. All 
three of the options presented greatly reduce the component level risk to the facil ity. 

Hot testing is required, however, to close the gaps identified in the process maturity. 
Most important to the facility is the formal qualification of the HEU decontamination 
parameters. Formal qualification of the decontamination process will allow shells to be directly 
transferred from the decontamination to metal preparation stations without smearing. Process 
qualification will also address the distillation requirement, and may lead to the elimination of 
distil lation from the GrD design. The amount and material characteristics of the process sludge, 
and the consumable requirements of the system wi ll also be determ ined. 

A) UP&SS - Recommended Options - Hot and Cold Test Hybrid. 
Cost: $2.2M 
Schedule: 2.5 yr to completion of all hot and cold D&T 
O&T needs addressed: All, except those associated with OMO. 

Overview: 
The recommended D&T option comprises the set or two hot tests and a cold integrated flow-loop 
test. Hot testing of the GFD decontamination fi xture assembly with an associated non-GFD flow
loop is recommended. The flow-loop, while not an exact copy of the GFD due lo size 
constraints, will be similar to the GF'D in that it will include automated valves and PLC control. 
The second recommended hot test involves testing of the GFD dcwater pot bake-out function, 
apart from the recommended integrated cold testing of the entire GFD flow-loop. Testing of the 
back-out function of the dewatering system will generate important data on the characteristics of 
the HE U material produced in this system, as well as data on processing times. The back out 
function is the only flow-loop related sub-system that requires hot testing. Cold testing of the 
GFD flow-loop with integrated distillation and dewatering systems is also recommended. Cold 
testing of the now-loop will yield data on component functionality and integration, and also 
allow development of the system control algorithm. 

A l) GFD Decontamination Fixture - hot test 
Cost: $1M 
Schedule: 2.5 yr 
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D&T needs addressed: I, 2, 5, 6, 18, 21-24 

Discussion: The first and second ARlES demonstrations have been rnn with non-prototypic 
decontamination fixtures. The decontamination fixture (MOD 4) used in the second ARJES 
demonstration was designed for manual operation. The MOD 4 fi xture requires rotation for 
draining, manual opening and closing, docs not have any features to prevent cross-contamination 
of material, and does not al low for selective decontamination of the inner or outer hemishell 
surfaces. I lot acceptance testing of a GFD test fixture (MOD 6) is underway. The MOD 6 

requires manual closure and was designed to aid in the ongoing development of the GFD fixture 
by testing the dip-tube and electrical isolation functions. lt does not allow testing of the GFD 
closure mechanisms or contamination isolation function. ln support of the GFD effort, cold tests 
are currently being conducted on a prototype decontamination fixture. This prototype fi xture is 
scheduled to be cold tested through 2003, with hot installation as part of the HEU upgrade 
scheduled for 2004. 

I lot testing of the GFD lixture wi II necessitate installation of a flow-loop to supply the fi xture 
wi ll process fluids and gases. Due to space constraints in PF-4, this flow-loop will be much 
smaller than the GFD, but will retain many of the essential functions. Flow-loop operations will 
be automated and PLC controlled, and all Oow rates to and from the fixture will mimic those 
expected in the GFD. 

A2) Dewatering System - bake-out pot hot test. 
Cost: 0.2M 
Schedule: l .0yr. 
D&T needs addressed: 5, 17 

Discussion: The recommendation is to hot test only the GFD dewater pot with actua l process 
sludge under the GFO evaporation conditions. This will allow for the evaluation of the sludge 
mechanical and physical characteristics, but will not require the hot installation of the en lire 
dewatering system. Cold testing of the GFD dcwatering system, discussed in A3, should be 
sufficient to evaluate the overall system performance and to establ ish the operating parameters. 

The TME analysis ranks the D&T need level for the flow-loop dewatering system as high in the 
process maturity, the safety/ops, and equipment categories. The primary reason for these high 
ratings is the lack of experience with the evaporation component of the dewatering system. 
LANL currently uses a UF loop similar to the GFD to concentrate the uranium sludge into slurry, 
and then uses vacuum filtration and oven heating to complete the sludge drying process. In order 
to limit hands-on operations, the GFD replaces the vacuum filtration and oven heating with the 
dewatcr pot. The principle concerns with the GFD system relate to the material characteristics of 
the dried sludge. 



J\3) GFD Flow-loop- cold test 
Cost: $1 M 
Schedule: 2 yr 
D&Tneeds addressecl : 1,2,5,7,8, 14- 17, 19,20,and 24. 
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Discussion: Our recommendation is to cold test the GFD flow-loop. Cold testing will provide 
data on the process parameters and mechanical operations of the integrated flow-loop, as well as 
testing of the control and safety systems (i.e. hydrogen sensors). The distillation and dewatering 
operations of the UP&SS system arc integral to the operation of the GFD flow-loop and will be 
demonstrated in the recommended cold test. 

The purpose of the UP&SS flow-loop is to transfer fluid from the process electrolyte and rinse 
tanks to and from the decontam ination fixture, to maintain process Ouids within specified pH and 
conductivity ranges, to distill off-spec rinse water, and to dewater process sludge for transfer to 
the Auxiliary OMO module. The flow-loop must also meet the facility hydrogen monitoring 
requirements. Examination of Tables I and 2 leads to the conclusion that the maturity of the 
flow-loop at the element and component level is high. The team felt that the technology required 
fo r flow-loop operations is very mature and that there were no unique components that required 
testing. However, the'process maturi ty for the flow-loop functions scored as 8/H/H and the safety 
& ops scored as 6/H/M. These scores reflect the team's feeling that the consequences of a fai led 
flow-loop design are very serious (the middle high), and that the operation of the integrated GFD 
flow-loop was not mature. 

The GFD flow-loop is functionally similar to that used in the second ARIES 
demonstration. The differences are listed in the attached gap analysis. The main differences 
between the demonstrated and GPO flow-loops arc component sizes, durability, and a departure 
from batch processing. The now-loop proposed for the hot testing of the GFD fixture wi 11 be 
similar to the GFD in that it wi ll incorporate automated valves and PLC controls but, due to 
space constraints, is not designed to prototype the GFD. 

The TME and DA both pointed out deficiencies in the maturity of the GFD flow-loop. 
Other than the previously discussed bake-out operation, none of the recommended flow-loop 
D&T requires testing with radioactive materials. LANL has not experienced any radio
degradation in the pi lot flow-loop testing. It is, however, important to vet the GFD flow-loop 
integrated design and develop operating parameters (now rate, pressure, ops sequence) prior to 
start-up the facili ty. This can be done using surrogate material either at LANL or some other cold 
test facil ity. 



13) Alternative Option B - Hot test exact GFD equipment at LANL 
Cost: $SM 
Schedule: 4 yr. 
D&T needs addressed: All, except those associated with DMO. 
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Discussion: This option would allow for the most comprehensive testing of the GFD. LANL is 
currently scheduled to hot test the GFD fixture, but not to hot test any of the GFD flow-loop 
components. Given that there are no radiation related issues associated with the operation of the 
flow-loop, hot testing of the entire GFD UP&SS is difficult to justify technically. Space, 
schedule, and budget constraints may also argue against a complete system hot test. 

C) Alternative Option C - Cold test exact GFD. 
Cost: $1.6M 
Schedu le: 2 yr 
D&T needs addressed: I, 2, 5, 7, 8, 14-17, 19, 20, and 24 

Discussion: This option is most applicable to the GFD flow- loop, including distillation and 
dewatcring systems. Hot testing of the flow-loop may be cost and schedu le prohibited, and cold 
testing could generate much of the needed data. Preliminary results of LANL cold tests on the 
GFD line sizes ind icate that the GFD may be driven by drainage requirements to a smaller 
overall fl ow-loop, more close ly resembling the current LANL design (ESA-AET: 03-1 24). Cold 
testing of the disti llation and dewatering systems is technically defensible. Cold testing of the 
fixture is currently underway and is yielding valuable information about the mechanical 
functioning of this component. 
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Table I - High or Medium D&T needs from the HEU TME * 

RM / PM I Impact SAFT- OPS EQ / Jmpact D&T 
lmpacl / I D&TNeed / Impact/ / D&TNeed Need 

D&T Level D&TNeed Level Level 
Need Level 
Level 

1 F.2.7 Process 2/L/L 9/H/H Eq uipment H 
Uranium Pieces requirement 

s undefined 
2 F.2.7.3 2/L/L 9 / H / H 8 / H / H 9/ H / H lJ 

Decontaminate 
HEU Hemishells 

3 F.2.7.6 Convert 2/ L / L 10/11 / H 6 / H / M 6 / M / M 1-1 
Uranium Pieces, This may 
EU/Pu pieces and be a bad 
crucibles and Main requireme 
HEU fluid sludge to nt with 
oxide respect to 
R.2.7.6.A At least sludge 
99 percent 
{HOLD} of 
uranium shall be 
converted to U3O8. 

4 F.2.7.6. 1 2/L/L 10 /H/ H 6/ H /M 6/ M / M 11 
Oxidize/Ca lcinc 
Decontaminated 
Uranium Pieces 

5 Decon Flow Loop 2/L/L 8*/H/H 6 / M / M 6/L / L H 

6 Oecon Fixture 2/L/L 6/H/M 8/H/H 8*/H/H H 

7 Off-line solution 2/L/L 9/M/H 8/M/H 9/M/H H 
dewatering 

8 Disti llation 2/L/L 8/M/H 8/M/H 8 /M I H H 

9 OMO Furnace 2/L/L 2/L/L 8*/M/H 6/M/M H 

10 Calciner 2/L/L 8*/H/H 2/L/L 6/M/M II 
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Table 2 - Summary of data needs from HEU data needs study 

SDD 
l I O/M determination 
12 Blend batch uniformity 
13 Oxide recycle 

Operating parameters 
14 Pressure drop 
15 Electrolyte flow rate 
16 CIP 
17 Dewater pot 
18 Electrode l / V 
19 EDF operating T 
20 Purge air P 

T&M study 
21 Change upper EDP assembly 
22 Change lower EDF assembly 
23 Unlock & open EDf assembly 
24 Run EDC process 
25 Evacuate furnace 
26 Oxidize metal 
27 Calcine oxide 

Table 3 D&T Options Summary 

Option Description Cost Schedule 

A Recommended Option - hot and cold hybrid $2.2M 2.5 yr 
B I lot Test Exact GFD $5.0M 4 yr 
C Cold Test Exact GFD $ 1.6M 2 yr 
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Table 4 - Remaining risk following execution or D&T options 

F.2.7 Process Uran ium Pieces 

F.2.7.3 Decontaminate Uranium 
SDD Functions Hernishells 

Decon Flow Loo 

EDC Fixture 

HEU Processing Off-line Solution Dewaterin 
Components Distil lation 

Cost to Im lcment 

Schedule to Im lement 

* Recommended Option 

Residual D&T Need Levels After 
Executin O tion 

No Hot& 
Cold 
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Chapter 8 - Pait Sanitization D&T Options 

Introduction 

The part sanitization module is designed to melt non-SNM components in a part 
sanitization furnace (PSF) to destroy all classified characteristics (FOO R-2.9-1) at a rate 
sufficient to meet maximum throughput in Mass Balances for Primary Streams for PFDs (U), B
PDCF-1-01-029, FOO R~0.0-land R-2.9-2. The system must produce sanitized waste that meets 
the Waste lsolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC). 

The PSF system will include a means for staging in components and loading the furnace, 
a PSF to melt the components, and a means to stage out metal ingots and crucibles. Means for 
segregating materials by type, lag storage of 11011-SNM components, verification of component 
destruction, and recording of component destruction arc non-GFD items and were not evaluated 
here. 

Material movement is accomplished through the use of an overhead manipulator for 
material transport, a crucible turntable to load crucibles into an RF induction furnace where parts 
arc melted, and a crucible tilter that allows the finished product be removed from the crucible so 
it can be placed in the final storage container by the overhead manipulator. Each of the 
components can operate independently. 

The ARJES project at LANL has demonstrated the process of sanitizing stainless steel 
and aluminum shapes (John J. Park, et. al., "Results of Cold Acceptance Tests for the Parts 
Sanitization Furnace", Los Alamos National Laboratory Report, LA-UR-01-3568) in a 
functionally equivalent PSF. These demonstrations validate the melting process and gave 
bounding production rates for the GFD PSF. The LANL PSF has been installed into the 
plutonium production line. Th is furnace is scheduled to become operational in the near future. 
Although procured prior to the completion of GFD, this furnace closely mimics the GFD in form 
and function (see the PSF gap analysis, for differences between the PSF and GFD). 

A hazards analysis by WGI has suggested that the GFD may require some redesign to 
address explosion hazards. The extent of tbis redesign, if any, is unclear at this time. 

The primary outstanding needs for the part sanitization fumace include developing 
process parameters for sanitization of bery llium and vanadium, and assessing the functionality of 
the crucible tilter and turntable. 
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D&T Options 

The options presented below result from the TME and DA of the PSF module performed 
by the TME working group. Table l summarizes high and medium D&T risks from the TME at 
the component and requirement levels. A summary of the DA is shown in Table 2. Table 3 
summarizes the D&T Options discussed in this section. The recommended option is discussed 
first and in greatest detail. For completeness, several alternative options are also presented. The 
proposed options address defi ciencies in the equipment and process testing exposed by the TME 
and DA. Several D&T options were eva luated to mitigate the project risks identified in the TME 
and DA. Table 4 is a summary of the SOD and component residual risks fo llowing execution of 
the proposed options. SOD residual risks arc evaluated against process maturity and component 
residual risks are evaluated against equipment maturity using the TME process. Red boxes are 
high residual risk, yellow boxes are medium residual risk, and green boxes are low residual risk. 
One exception to the TM E process was made to generate Table 4: for processes that do not 
require SNM or pits to be fully tested, boxes representing residual risk following exact cold 
testing were colored green even though the TME process unnecessarily regards these as medium 
risk. 

The D&T options presented for the PSF assume that the steam explosion safety issue will 
be resolved without a major redesign. If the issue requires a major redesign of the furnace such 
that the furnace currently installed in the ARIES line differs significantly from the GFD design, 
these options will need to be revisited. 

A) Recommended option for PSF - Cold and hot test hybrid 

Cost: $0.7M 
Schedule: l year 
D&T needs addressed: 3-10 & 13- 19 

Overview: The recommended option does not address the overall integration of the system 
including integration with the automation system. Withoul the automation, D&T need 1 cannot 
be sufficiently addressed. Also, Lhc impact of the differences between the LANL PSF and the 
GFD PSF would not be evaluated. All of the aforementioned D&T needs could be addressed at 
PDCF start-up. 

The only remaining D&T need not addressed is 12, which is an administrative need and 
is independent of GFD equipment. D&T needs 2, 5, 6 and 11 arc addressed in the overhead 
manipulalor D&T options section. 
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A I) Furnace and Vacuum System - hot lest GFD functionality on system currently installed in 
ARIES line 
Cost: $0.3M 
Schedule: I year 
D&T needs addressed: 4, 8, 9-l 0, and 13- 19 in Tables I and 2 
Discussion: The recommended option takes advantage of the upgrades already underway in the 
ARIES line. Parametric information and product qual ity info rmation can be obtained by testing 
of the PSF that is currently installed in PF-4. See the PSF gap analysis for deta iled accounting of 
the differences between the LANL PSF and the GFD PSF. 

The recommended option addresses the majority of the major issues identi fied in the 
TME and DA including impact of berylli um particulates on the vacuum and fi ltration systems, 
impact of beryllium plating on coi l performance, abi li ty to adequately melt all feed materials, 
gripper functionality and overall operating parameters and procedure development. 

A2) Crucible Turntable and Crucible Ti lter - Cold test exact 
Cost: $0.4M 
Schedu le: I yr 
D&T needs addressed: 3, 5, and 7 in Table I 

Discussion: The crucible turntable and tilter are purely mechanical items that do not require pits 
or SNM to test their functionality. Therefore, the recommendation is to cold test these items to 
avoid the cost and schedule impacts associated with hot testing. 

8) Alternative option B - Hot test exact GFD PSF at LANL 
Cost: $3M 
Schedule: 2.5 yr 
D&T needs addressed: 3-5, 7- l l , and 13-19 in Tables I and 2 

Discussion: Option B would address everything that does not interface with the overhead 
manipulator. Depending on the resolution of the steam explosion issue this may become the 
recommended option. The primary reason it is not the recommended option now is because 
testing an exact system buys little over the testing the functionally-equivalent system described 
above. 

C) Alternative Options C - Cold test exact GFD equipment at LANL 
Cost: $IM 
Schedu le I yr 
D&T needs addressed: 3-5, 7-l l , and 13- 19 in Tables 1 and 2 
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DiscL1ssion: This option is a sllbset of the recommended option in which the crncible tilter and 
crL1cible tllrntable arc cold tested. The difference is that the exact GFD PSF is only cold tested. 
While this option would allow for a comprehensive, integrated systems test, it would not allow 
for resolution of al I the technical issues associated with the different feed streams. 
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Table I - High or Medium D&T needs from the PSF TME 

# SDD RM / PM / Impact / SAFT- OPS / EQ/ Impact / Issues D&T D&TOptions 
requirement lm1>oct / D&TNccd lmpnct / D&T D&T Need l,evcl Need 

D&T Level Need Level Level 
Need 
Level 

I F.2.9 Sanitize 2/ U L 9 I II /II 10 / H / II 9/ H/ 11 Only SS,AI, II llot test 
Non-SNM Driven primarily and Ni hove experimental 

by gripper issues Ileen cold system with oil 
tcslcd. predicted feed 

metals 
2 F.2.9.1 Stage-In 2/ 1, /L 9 / H I H 8/ 11 / 11 9 /11 / H Aulomation II Cold test 

Components Driven by Recovery from Design concepts and 
overhead crocked or broken exist foroll imcgrations of 
munipulator nnd crucible not equipment robotics. 
11.rioocr issues addressed 

3 F.2.9.4 Lood 2 /L/L 9 / 11 / 11 8/ H / 11 9/ ll / H Automation II Cold lest 
Furnace wilh Nol Desisn concepts and 
Crucible demonstrated exist for oil integrations of 

cauiorncnt robotics. 
4 F.2.9.5 Melt 2/L/ L 9111 n 1 10/ 11 / 11 10 /11/H OnlySS, AI, H Hot test 

Non-SNM Nol See bcl I jor in Stcum explosion and Ni have cxpcrimcnlal 
Components demonstrated to Tablc 4 issue not been cold system with nil 

melt all resolved yet. tested. predicted feed 
materials Experimental mclOls. 

system. Cold 
demonstrated on 
some material 
tvncs 

5 F.2.9.8 Stoge• 2/ L/ L 9/ M/ M 6/ M/ M 9/ M/ M Automation M Cold test 
Out Metal Driven by and 
Ingots and crucible tilter integrations of 
Socnt Crucibles robotics. 

6 Overhead 2/L/L 9/11/11 8 / H /I I 9/ 11 / 1-1 Mission crit ical II Cold test 
Manipulator 1-lardwore Understand Piece parts IIW/SW item 

integration has hazards require cus1orn used for all 
not been associated. design modules. 
demonstrated Candidate safety DilTerencc 

significant system Well developed between 
Control have llcen technology for modules is 
algorithms identified manipulator but gripper chosen 
nonexistent not with these 

Operational spcci lie grippers Integration of 
Gri ppcr concept documentation not and control aulomat ion -
may be fluwed - complete integration will it work? 
may push too 
hard and break? 

78 Crucible Tilter 2/ L/ L 9/ M/ M 6/ M/ M 9/M/M Cost of waste M Cold test 
Entire Driven by piston drums if 
integration not PDCF PIIA table system doesn' t 
tested work drives 

imoact to M 
8 Dell Jar 2/ L/ L 9/11/H 10 /11 / 11 8/ H/11 II Cold test• 

Funmce Cold tested with Stcom explosion Some 
Al,SS, Ni. issue not resolved. dilTcrences exist • includes Be if 
ColdATR Operating relative to had n cold 
V, IJe has not parameters not PDCF design facility to run 
been tested; olT- defined for nll tests otherwise 
gas liltcr not materials would need to 
tested for Be. be n hot test. 
Potcntinl for Be 
plating not 
evaluated 
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Table 2 - Summary of POCF data needs for PSF 

# SDD 
9 Process parameters for all but Al and SS 
10 Al loying V with other materials 
J I Manipulator & gripper 
12 Develop PDCF - WIPP WAC agreement 

Operating parameters 
13 Induction Coil Water Flow Rate, Temperature, Amperage, Voltage and Frequency 
l4 Base Plate Water Flow Rate and Temperature, and Base Plate Temperature 
15 Bell Jar Water Flow Rate and Temperature, Bell Jar Temperature and Pressure 
16 Heat Station Water Flow Rate, Temperature and Resistivity and Heat Station Volts 
17 Power Supply Parameters 
18 Temperature of the Melt 
19 Temperature of the Crucible 

Table 3 - D&T Options Summary 

Option Description Cost Schedule 
A Recommended Option $0.7 M l yr 
B Hot test exact GFD PSF at LANL excluding overhead $3.0M 2.5 yr 

manipulator 
C Cold test exact GFD equipment at LANL excluding $1.0 M I year 

overhead manipulator 



Table 4 - Remaining risk fo l lowing execution of D&T options 

F.2.9 Sanitize Non-SNM 

SOD Functions F.2.9.5 Melt Non-SNM Corn 

Part San itization .... C_r_uc_i_b_le_'_r i_lt_c_r _______ __ 
Components Bell Jar Furnace 

Cosl to Im lemcnt 

Schedule to lm lcment 

* Recommended Option 

Residual D&T Need Levels Af'ler 

No Hot& 
Cold 
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Chapter 9 - Manipulator D&T Options 

Introduction 

Overhead manipulator is a generic term to describe the systems that will grip and move 
objects for the various modu les. There are two types of manipulators in the POCF facil ity - one 
that goes into the glovebox line and one that operates the NOA system. 

The only fu nction of the 3-axis NDA manipulator is to move an object from one defined 
location to another defined location. The objects to be moved include product oxide cans (30 13 
and Y- 12 style), standards cans, check source cans, top and bottom neutron counter plugs, and 
calorimeter baffles. Each object is equipped with a lifting knob. During each move, the 
manipulator may be commanded to move the object past the bar code reader mounted on the 
cross gantry of the manipulator before plac ing the object in the new location. The manipulator is 
equipped with a sensitive force feedback transducer, which will provide collision and positioning 
feedback. The manipulator is interlocked with the E-stop system to prevent injury and equipment 
damage. 

The glovebox manipulators have been modified to seal all the rails and components from 
dust and to meet glovebox size requirements. These manipulators will use one of three standard 
robot versions: the 3-axis thin mast version, the 4 axis thin mast version or the 5-axis square mast 
version (Table 1) . The 4-axis thin mast version includes a tool rotate axis referred to as the yaw. 
The 5-axis square mast version includes a tool rotate axis and a mast rotate axis. The 5-axis 
version also has the capability to operate a vacuum gripper. The generic manipulator has four 
overall dimensions that vary to accommodate different glovebox sizes and configurations. The 
robots wi ll work in conjunction with a variety of end effectors (i.e. grippers) to grip and move 
objects within the glovebox (Table I). 

Universally, the function of the grippers and overhead manipulators in conjunction with 
the overall integration of automation with the modules represented the highest TME need for 
every module (Table 2). 

NOA had a lower O&T Need because it is located outside the glovebox and the current 
NDA system used in the ARJES line has a different robot that performs the fu nction of the GFO 
manipulator. 

The manipulator designs have never been tested. Given the extensive hardware and 
software requirements and the number of manipulators to be installed in the PDCF, testing of the 
manipulators is a high priority. The O&T needs include software development, testing the 
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accuracy, precision, and reproducibility of object placement and testing the efficacy of the end 
effectors for the various modules. Table 3 summarizes the D&T options for the overhead 
manipulator. Table 4 is a summary of the SDD and component residual risks fo llowing 
execution of the proposed options. SOD residual risks are evaluated against process maturity 
and component residual risks arc evaluated against equipment maturity using the TME process. 
Red boxes are high residual risk, yellow boxes are medium residual risk, and green boxes are 
low residual risk. One exception to the TME process was made to generate Table 4: for 
processes that do not require SNM or pits to be fully tested, boxes representing residual risk 
fo llowing exact cold testing were colored green even though the TME process unnecessarily 
regards these as medium risk. 

D&T Options 

The options presented in this paper arc the result of the TME and DA of each module performed 
by the TME working group. Table 2 summarizes the results of the TM Es. The DA for most 
modules identified the need to test the integration of automation but did not specifica lly address 
data needs associated with overhead manipulator operation. 

A) Recommended option for Overhead Manipulator - Cold test one manipulator with end 

effectors for all modules 
Hot test functionality of automation with disassembly; Cold test one exact manipulator for other 
modules. Cold test includes testing of the all modules gripper functionali ty with exact grippers 
Cost: $5 M 
Schedule: 2.5 year 
D&T needs addressed: 1-6 in Table I 

Discussion: This option takes advantage of the fact that the prototypic Moore lathe proposed to 
be installed for disassembly (see Disassembly D&T Options) is already interfaced with a non
GFO manipulator. The functionality test is necessary to test the denesting gripper and prove that 
overall automation of the disassembly operations is feasible. Denesting cannot be adequately 
tested with a cold system - real pits arc required. Other gripper functions are not plutonium 
dependent and can be cold tested. This option recommends cold testing only one manipulator, 
the 5-axis manipulator. Testing of the 5-axis manipulator bounds the 3- and 4-axis manipulators. 
Calculations/ modeling will be performed once the glovebox layouts are finalized to ensure that 
the manipulator can reach all required areas. This option does not allow for the testing of the 
functionality of all robot combinations. It would also not allow for the testing of end effectors in 
a hot environment, but there are no s ignificant effects of radiation or pits other than with 
dcnesting (d iscussed above). 
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The lathe control system requires integration of the lathe controller with the overhead 
manipulator. The recommended option is to test the lathe control !er with the overhead 
manipu lator. A lathe is not necessary for the testing because a test bed that mimics the lathe can 
be used in place of an actual lathe. 

B) Alternative Option B - Hot test exact GFD Overhead Manip ulator 

Cost: $20 M 
Schedule: 5 years 
D&T needs addressed: 1-6 in Table I 

Discussion: This option would require the testing of 4 separate manipulators: NOA, 3-, 4, and S
axis manipulator with associated grippers. It would also require the acquisition of a large 
amount of space to accommodate the installation of a new, larger glovcbox(es). Depending on 
how the manipulators are interfaced with the equ ipment, it might require the procurement and 
installation of add itional GFD equipment. This test would provide all the operability info rmation 
for each robot and would provide information regarding automation integration with the 
remainder of the modules. 

C) Alternative Option C - Cold test exact GF'D Overhead Manip ulator. 

Cost: $10 M 
Schedule 3 year 
D&T needs addressed: 1-6 in Table 1 

Discussion: This option would requ ire the testi ng of 4 separate manipulators: NOA, 3-, 4-, and 
5- axis manipulator with associated grippers. This option would allow for the collection of all 
relevant information with the exception of overall integration of automation with the modules 
and specific information regarding the use of the denesting gripper. 
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Table I - Overhead manipulators located in the glovebox line 

Description Type of Manipulator Griooers Used 
OMO Manipulator 4-Axis, Thin Mast Drnm/ Lid Gripper 

Milk-Bottle Gripper 
Heater-Panel Gripper 

HOil Manipulator 3-Axis, Thin Mast Lid/Lid Gripper 
Heater-Panel Gripper 
HOH Crucible Gripper 

SAN Manipulator 3-Axis, Thin Mast SAN Crucible Gripper 
SAN Disposal Gripper 

PrTD Manipulator 5-Axis, Square Mast Pit Gripper 
Lathe Tool Gripper 
Inner Hemishcll Gripper 
Universal Vacuum Gripper 
Pot Chuck Gripper 
PITD Griooer 

SRL Disassembly 5-Axis, Square Mast Pit Gripper 
Manipulator Lathe Tool Gripper 

Inner Hemishell Gripper 
Universal Vacuum Gripper 
Pot Chuck Gripper 
Furnace Loading Gripper 

SRL Exit Manipulator 5-Axis, Square Mast Universal Vacuum Gripper 
SRL Crucible Gripper 
Furnace Loading Gripper 
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Table 2- High or Medium D&T needs from each TME 

II Manipulator RM / Impact l'M / Impact / SAFT-OPS/ EQ / lmpacl / lssues D&T D&T 
/ D&TNced O&T Need Level lmpacl / D&T D&T Need Level Need Options 

Level Need Level Leve 
I 

I Overhead 2/ L /L 9/ H/1 1 8 / 11 / H 9/ 11 / 11 Driven by H Hol tCSt 
Munipulmor Don't ui1dcrs1ond gripper issues bccm1sc of 
for oll issues wilh OIT normal Driven by Different than need to lest 
Disassemlily how gripper will conditions nol denesting the rest of the actual 

in1croc1 with considered grip1ier manipulutors in purts. 
overhcod lhe plant - has an Driven by 
manipulator X, Y,Zanda dcncsting 

yow axis. gripper. 
Should be 
identical to S RL 

2 Overhead 2 /L /L 9/1 1/1 1 8 / 11 / H 9/ 11 / H Mission critical H Cold lest 
Manipulator Hardware Understand Piece ports IIW/SW ilcm 
for DMO i111egrntion has not hazards require custom used for all 

been demonslmlcd associated. design modules. 
Condidute safely Difference 

Control significant syslem Well developed between modules 
algorithms have been technology for is gripper chosen 
noncx istent identified 111anipula1or but 

not wi1h these 
Dnun gripper nol Operational spccinc 
tested documcntalion grippers nnd 

nol complete conlrol 
intc11.rntio11 

3 Robolics for 2 / L/L 8 / 11 / H 8/ H / H 811-J / II Jacobs design H Hot Test 
Packaging Driven by has cold robot on 

Cold feasibi lily PDCF Pl-IA robolic tooling the 0oor of the 
dcmonSlroted glovebox instead 
Cold ATR, of1hc roof. 

Should not affect 
opcra1ion 
In picking up a 
con in a 
potentially 
contnminotcd 
glovcbox, will 
conlaminotes be 
i111roduccd lo the 
gripper which 
would affccl 
fixed 
conlaminntion 
found on lhe 
ouler weld? 

4 Overhead 2/ L /L 9/ 11 / H 8/ M/11 9/ H / H Mission cri1ical H Cold lesl 
Ma11ipula1or Hardware lJ nderstond l' iece parts IIW/SW ilem 
for PSF inlcgrution has not hazards require custom used for all 

been demonstrated associated. design modules. 
Cand idale safety Difference 

Control significant system Well developed between modules 
algorithms have been technology for is gri ppllr chosen 
nonexistent identified manipulator bul 

1101 with these Integration of 
Gripper concept Operational specific 11u1011mtion - will 
may be nawcd- docu111c111atio11 grippers and ii work? 
may push 100 hard not co111plc1e control 
and break? inlel!ration 
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# Manipulator RM / Impact PM / Impact / SAFT-OPS/ EQ I linpact / Issues O&T D&T 
/ D&TNccd D&T Need Level lmpoct / D&T D&T Need Level Need Options 

Level Need Level Leve 
I 

5 Ovcrhcnd 2 / LIL 9/ 11 /H 8/11/ H 9/ 1-1 / 11 Mission critical II Cold test 
Manipulator Understand Piece parts HW/SW item 
for I-IDH Hardware hazards require custom used ror 1111 

intcgrotion has not associated, design modules, 
been Candidutc safety 
demonstrated. significant Well developed Difference 

systems have technology for between modules 
Control been identi lied. manipulator but is gripper 
algorithms f'DCF PIIA not with this chosen. 
noncx istent specific gripper Integration of 

Operational and control Automation -
Drum gripper 1101 documentation integration will it work? 
tested. not comolete 

6 Robot 2/L/ L 6/ 11 / M 6 /1·1/ M 6/11/M If manipulator M Cold test 
Manipulator All Hot feasibility Process logic has fails, can' t make 
for NOA parameter dcmonstmted with been defined ond Experimental dose limit 

values arc ARIES ND/\ documented for System hot 
specified, robot. Small scole nonnal and off- tested. 
little or no of ARJ ES demo nonnal 
change in innppropriote for conditions. PDRNDA 

rcqu iremcnts POCF ARIES robot NDA 90% 
are expected ARIES-NOA opcrntiorrnl dnta 
PDf? NDA LANLDI? used to define 
NOA 90% operat ion 

condi tions and 
possible recovery 
modes. 
Afl/J::S-NDA 
LANLDR 

Table 3 - O&T Options Summary 

Option Description Cost Schedule 

A Recommended Option - hot test functionality in $5M 2 .5 yr 
disassembly plus cold test exact 

B llot test exact GrD $20 M 5 yr 

C Cold test exact GFD $ !OM 3 y r 



Table 4 - Remaining risk fo llowing execution of D&T options 

DMO Mani ulator 

SRL Disasscmbl Mani ulator 

SRL Exit Mani ulator 

Cost to Im lement 

Schedule to Im lement 

* Recommended Option 

Residual D&T Need Levels After 

No 
Further 
D&T 

0 
One 0.M. 

w/ All Exact Exact Hot 
End Cold Test Test Al l 

Effectors All 0.M. O.M. 

2.5 r 3 r 5 r 
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Appendix A - Technical Maturity Evaluations 

See also the classified attachment to this document for additional discussions of various 
modules. 

Introduction to the Technical Maturity Process 

Development and testing recommendations for the Government Furnished Design (GFD) were 
developed for the Pit Disassembly and Conversion Faci lity (PDCF) for FY 04 and beyond 
planning to support successful startup of PDCF. These recommendations were developed using 
a systematic, strncturcd technical maturity assessment to evaluate the results and data developed 
from the Advanced Recovery and Integrated Extraction System (ARJES) demonstrations and 
ava ilable technical data against the Pit Disassembly and Conversion Facility (PDCF) design 
requirements and process systems. IL is anticipated that the evaluation wi ll be updated annually 
until PDCF startup. Figure I (below) illustrates the information that was used the technical 
maturity evaluation. A dotted line indicates that a document was a draft document at the time of 
the evaluation. 

ln itial 
ARIES 
Results 

Design 
Basis 

Document 

Figure 1. Technical Maturity Evaluation Inputs 

LANL 
Demo 
Design 

PDCF 
Design 

Data Needs 
• NQA• I 
• Op. Procedures 
. QJUl 

Hardware 
Gap 

Analysis 

Data 
Gap 

Analysis 

Technical 
Maturity 

Assessment 

Each top-level GFD function in the Facil ity Design Description (FDD) was evaluated. The FDD 
functions eva luated were: 
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• F-2.3 Disassemble Pits and Material PreparationF-2.4 Chemically Separate Plutonium 
• F-2.5 Oxidize Plutonium Metal F-2.7 Process Uranium Parts 
• F-2 .8 Package Plutonium Oxide F-2.9 Sanitize Non-SNM 
• F-2. 13 Perform NDA to Support Facili ty 

Each FDD funct ion was hierarchically decomposed into subfunctions defined in the SDD, which 
are mapped to GFD components that perform each subfunctions. ln turn, the clements that make 
up each component are defined. The decomposition steps are shown in the left-hand side of 
Figure 2. Continuing with the process flow shown in Figure 2 at the bottom right-hand side, the 
elements in the PDCF GFD design are evaluated for technical maturity to support PDCF startup 
with respect to a structured set of evaluation criteria. There are four categories evaluated for 
technical maturity, each with its own structured assessment criteria. The categories are: 
Requirements Maturity, Process Maturity, Operational Readiness, and Equipment Maturi ty. At 
the clement level, only Equipment Maturity is applicable. All four cri teria are applicable to the 
component, subfunction, and function levels. Issues that cause technical maturi ty to be 
inadequate are captured as part of the evaluation. The impact of fai lure for each element also was 
assessed using a structured set of criteria. From the combination of technical maturity and the 
impact of fai lure, the overall D&T Need Level for each element was determined. 

The information at the element level was rolled up to the component level as depicted in the 
right-hand side of figure 2 to prov ide a summary evaluation and to develop D&T Need Levels 
for each Component. The roll-up process was repeated at the subfunction, and function levels as 
shown in Figure 2. 

Also, the quali ty of data provided by design analysis and demonstrations to suppo1t PDCF 
requirements validation and verification was assessed to determine the add itional data needs that 
must be met prior to PDCF startup. 

The total collection of D&T Need Levels, issues, and data needs were integrated for each major 
function to prov ide D&T options that were appropriate to O&T Need Level. These options were 
developed into a set of D&T recommendations with ROM cost in formation and associated 
implementation schedules. 

The Technical Maturity Evaluation contains 5 tables for each of the functions evaluated using 
this process as shown in Table I. ln addition to the technical maturi ty and data needs 
eva luations, the tables contain references to source material and additional explanations that 
support the evaluation conclusions. 
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Table 1 - Summary of Technical Maturity Data Provided for Each Function 

Table 
Description 

No. 

I Summary Evaluation of Function and Subfunction as defined in the SOD 

2 Evaluation of the Functional Requirement as defined in the SOD for the Function 

3 Mapping of the Functions and Subfunctions lo PDCF Components 

4 Component and Element Evaluation Summaries 

5 
Component Requirements as found in the PDCF GFD Design Basis Document, LA-
CP-0498 

The above table lists the 5 tables that compose the TME of each module. Table I in each 
TME is a summary table that rolls up the element and component evaluations and compares their 
maturity against the SOD. Table 2 includes SDD requirements, an evaluation of the requirement 
maturi ty and a discussion of the abi lity of the GFD to meet the SOD requirement. Table 3 
includes the high-level SOD requirements, the components in the GFD that are used to meet the 
requirement and the equipment elements that form each component (i.e., subcomponents). Table 
4 is an evaluation of both the clement equipment maturities and the component maturi ty with 
respect to equipment maturity, process maturity, safety/ operations maturity, and equipment 
maturity. Table 5 includes design basis requirements, an evaluation of the requirements maturity 
and a discussion of the abi lity of the GFD to meet the design basis requirement. 

The technical maturity scales in Table 2 are applied at different levels within the 
eva luation. The Hardware Equipment Maturity (EQ) is applied directly only at the element 
evaluation level. At other leve ls, summary statements are made about the combined EQ of lower 
levels, but no direct evaluation is made. Requirements Maturity (RM), Process Maturity (PM), 
and Operational Readiness (OPS) are directly evaluated at the component, subfunction, and 
function levels. I lardware Equipment Maturity (EQ) and Process Maturity (PM) are used in 
determining the D&T Need Level as described below for the application of Table 4. 
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Table 2 - Technical Maturity Evaluation Scales 

LEVEL REQUIREMENT PROCESS HARDWARE OPERA TTONAL 
MATURITY (RM) MATURITY EQUIPMENT READINESS 

(PM) MATURITY (OPS) 
(EQ) 

10 Mission objectives nol No currently Equipment Operating 
quantilied or basclined identified requirements parameters, safety 
(volatility in miss ion) so lutions meet not yet defined limits not defined 

requirements 
9 Design New design. 

concept / Conceptual 
technology design 
application completed. 
formulated 

8 System concept formulated, Cold Experimental Process logic 
b1.1t flow sheet description feasibility system. Cold defined and 
(process inputs, outputs, demonstrated demonstrated. documented for 
volumes, and rates is normal operations 
incomplete and/or driving 
component performance 
parameters (e.g., storage 
duration, LOI) arc not 
identified (volatility in 
system concept) 

7 
6 Flow sheet description Hot feasibility Experimental Process logic 

complete and applicabili ty of demonstrated system. Hot defined and 
this component understood. demonstrated. documented for 
Performance parameters are normal and off-
identified, but most normal operations 
parameter values are not 
quantified (volatility in key 
rec1uirements) 

5 End-to-end Commercially 
design (now equipment 
sheet) available. 
complete Requires 

modification. 
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LEVEL REQUIREMENTS PROCESS HARDWARE OPERATIONAL 
MA TURlTY (RM) MATURITY EQUIPMENT READrNESS 

(PM) MATUR1TY (OPS) 
(EO) 

4 Flow sheet description and Cold lnlegrated end- Draft procedures 
impact on this component prototype to-end and safety 
understood. Most driv ing demonstrated equipment documents 
performance parameter designs complete 
values for component have completed. 
"first pass" values or lhe 
supporting analysis is 
incomplete (volatility in 
minor reauiremenls) 

3 All parameter values which Cold prolotype 
drive the component demonstrated. 
selection have been resolved 
and supporting analysis is 
complete (/iflle lo no change 
in reauiremenls exvected) 

2 Detailed design parameters Hot prototype Commercially Procedures and 
and operational requirements demonstrated available safety documents 
are established. /\.s equipment. approved 
necessary, requirement and 
parameter values have been 
validated by models of 
appropriate fidelity. 
Specification is under formal 
configuration control 
(changes in requirements 
cause contract chanf(es) 

I Veri lication test procedures Hot prototype 
written to demonstrate that demonstrated. 
component satisfies 
requirements (component 
test plan comvlete) 

0 Design veri fication Process Equipment in Procedures in use 
procedures complete and integrated into use processing in facility operating 
results are acceptable operations the given at capacity and 
(requirements are verified) material. within safety 

envelooe 
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The impact level in Table 3 is assessed at each level of evaluation (element, component, 
subfunction, and function). The impacts are those that would occur if the LAN L D&T to date 
were concluded, and the item (element, component, subfu nction, or function) has no further 
D&T effort applied to it until it is integrated into PDCF. The impact level is used in determining 
the D&T Need Level as described below for the application of Table 3. 

Table 3 - r mpact Evaluation Scales 

LEVEL Impact 
High The fa ilure of the item or system to perform as required is a 

"show stopper" for the overall system. No alternative designs 
have been identified. A thorough investigation of alternative 
concepts or technologies would be required to meet operational 
requirements. Cost will significantly exceed budget with 
consequences to interfacing efforts. 

Moderate The fa ilure of the item or system wi ll degrade the overall system 
performance below system specifications/requirements. Design 
alternatives have only been demonstrated in a laboratory 
environment. A significant amount of testing and investment is 
required before the operational capability can be achieved. Cost 
will exceed budget and development schedule slips will affect 
major milestones such as hot startup at PDCF. 

Low The fai lure of the item or system may degrade the overall system 
performance. Alternative solutions are available that arc readily 
implemented by the operator. Minor investments and/or 
schedule slips are required to meet operational requirements. 
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The D&T Need Level in Table 4 is assessed at each level of evaluation (element, 
component, subfunction, and fu nction). For all assessment levels, the column (Low, Moderate, 
or I Tigh) in Table 4 is determined from application of Table 3 as described above. At the 
element level, the row is selected using the Hardware Equipment Maturi ty level (EQ) assessed 
by applying Table 2 at the element level. For all other levels (component, subfunction, and 
function), the row is selected for each Maturi ty level evaluated. 

Table 4 - D&T Need Level Matrix 

Jmpact Level 
Technica l Maturity Low Moderate High 

Level 
Low D&TNeed Moderate D&T Need High D&T Need Level 

8 - I 0 Level Level (H) 
(L) (M) 

Low D&TNeed Moderate D&T Need Moderate D&T Need 
4-7 Level Level Level 

(L) (M) (M) 
LowD&TNecd Low D&T Need Level Low D&T Need Level 

0-3 Level (L) (L) 
(L) 

The TMEs are summarized graphically on the fo llowing pages. The graphical roll-up 
starts with a count of the number of elements in each grid of the 3x3 D&T Need Matrix for a 
given component. For a sub function, the grid is populated by add ing all of the grids together for 
the contributing elements. For each function, the contributing subfunction grids are added 
together. 

The final summary shows the resulting grids for the 7 unclassified functions that were 
evaluated. It gives an idea of the relative equipment maturity across functions. l fan element such 
as the overhead manipu lator contributes to multiple subfunctions within a function it is counted 
multiple times. This results in a large number in a grid, which is an indication of a greater overall 
integration complexity fo r that function. 
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